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NAVAL DEFENCE
"No policy will be satisfactory to the
people of British Columbia which does
not include a substantial and prompt
contribution and THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FLEET UNIT ON THE
PACIFIC COAST."
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L E A S U R E RESORTS—A wellknown Victoria real estate firm, which
has always enjoyed public confidence
and respect, has launched a venture which
bids fair to wreck their reputation and to
bring discredit on the real estate fraternity
of the Capital City. Reference is made to
the very extensive and picturesque advertisements of a so-called "Pleasure Resort"
on the West Coast of Vancouver Island.
This resort is compared to Atlantic City
and Santa Cruz in the following words:
"That is the position of this new Canadian resort on the West Coast of Vancouver Island. It has no competitor in all
Canada. The lot you buy now will enhance
in value by leaps and bounds, as development progresses." Further on we are told
that there are "miles of hard sand beaches,
fine serf bathing, a splendid climate, and
wonderful sport"; and that not only will
this new resort become "Canada's greatest
pleasure resort—it will rank as one of the
finest pleasure resorts in the world, because
it has the natural advantages that no other
resort possesses. Nine miles of the finest,
hard sand beaches border the property on
the open Pacific. On these beaches the
water comes in in graduated depths, affording excellent bathing facilities in water well
warmed by the sun. There is a summer
climate of from 50 to 70 degrees Fahr."
In another place it is stated that the climate
is "ideal" and that there are."warm sand
beaches." Anyone familiar with the West
Coast of Vancouver Island knows that these
statements are misleading, and the mildest
interpretation that can be put upon thein
is that the firm in question has allowed itself to be imposed upon by some unscrupulous promoter, whose statements they
must have accepted without attempting to
verify them for themselves. Now what are
the facts? It would be easy to confute
every single statement made in the above
quotations, but as it might be claimed that
the opinion of The Week was of no more
value than that of the advertisers, it will
content itself with quoting the official
figures of the Meterological Department,
and then the personal opinion of a reputable citizen who has spent most of his time
in the vicinity of the advertised property
for many years. It will probably be conceded, even by the advertisers, that for a
summer resort climate is the first consideration. The official figures of the Meteorological Department show that over ten ye irs
at the Observatory at Carmanah, which is
the nearest point southeast of the property,
and only a few miles away, the average
precipitation per annum was 109.72 inches,
whilst in Victoria it was 27.74, a difference
to the disadvantage of the property of 81.98
inches per annum. At Clo-oose, another
meteorological station near the property,
the precipitation during the present year
from June to November, inclusive, amounted to 42.77, against 12.43 in Victoria, a disadvantage for the property of 30.34 inches
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for six months only, and those months included the summer season. For five
months ending September, 1912, the precipitation at Carmanah was 18.98 against
4.72 in Victoria, a disadvantage to the former of 14.26. Coming to the subject of
temperature, which has a very direct bearing on the "sun warmed sands and warm
surf bathing" the records show that the
mean temperature at Carmanah for the five
months ending September, 1912, was 53.58,
whilst in Victoria it-was 57.32. During this
period the maximum average record at Carmanah was in August 57 degrees. Taken
month by month the averages show a difference adverse to Carmanah as follows: May,
3.7;. June, 4:5; July, 4.0; August, 2.8;
September, 3.7. To this may be added that
observations taken at Carmanah light-house
for six years show the average number of
fogs as follows: July, 9.50; August, 12.67;
September, 10.00. Total average for the
three months, 32.17, or rather more than
one fog every third day. The Week has
not been able to obtain details of the wind
storms with actual pressures, but the records show that the average annual number
of gales at this point is 115. The above
figures would seem to show that it is al-'
ways cold enough, wet enough and windy
enough at this point, but sometimes it can
be wetter than others, as in November,
1899, when the precipitation was 28.95, or
more than the average rain-fall in Victoria
for a whole year. So much for the official
Meteorological returns, which would seem
to preclude the possibilities of the property
in question ever being a "pleasure resort";
at any rate for the human species. As to
local conditions, the gentleman referred to
above, informed The Week that instead of
nine miles of hard sand beaches, there is
only a very short length of such beach and
that is inaccessible most of the time in consequence of heavy surf. The picturesque
approaches to the beach which are shown
in a wonderful picture exhibited in the
window of the advertisers, are impossible
because the sea-front consists almost entirely of high cliffs. The development indicated on the same picture including tennis courts, golf links and other attractions,
are said to be impossible because the contour of the surface will not admit of it
and most of the land at the back is a
"heavy cedar swamp," which hardly any
sum of money could convert into pleasure
grounds. Up to the present time
the real estate agents of Victoria have conducted their business in an admirable manner, contrasting very favourably with those
of most Western cities, where wild-catting
has been the order of the day. As far as
The Week knows, not a single subdivision
has been put on the market in Victoria,
which did not offer at least a reasonable
prospect of advantage to the purchaser.
This is the first departure from a salutary
rule, and for the good credit, not only of
the firm involved, but of the real estate
men as a whole, and of that excellent institution, the Real Estate Exchange, the property should be taken off the market at once.
If there were no other objections to offering it, there is the very potent one that it
has not been surveyed or subdivided, and
therefore it is a pure gamble on the part
of those who put fheir money in it. The
opinion of The Week is that it cannot be
surveyed and that in any event it will never
be sub-divided. Additional force is given
to the above recommendations in view of
the fact that arrangements are said to be
under way to offer this property on the
London market. It seems almost incredible,
and yet the authority is a high one. Nothing more untoward for the business character and prospects of Victoria could possibly happen.
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HE SONGHEES RESERVE—The
Week does not keep a little memordum book in which to jot down the
dates of all the clever things which it predicts for Victoria and is therefore unable
to pat itself on the back in connection with
the recent announcement of the Premier
anent the disposition of the Songhees Reserve and the entrance of the C. N. R. into
the City. Now that everybody, including
the Victoria Times, is satisfied, there is
nothing to be gained by rehashing ancient
history; all that The Week is entitled to
do, and does with pleasure, is to recognize
that the promises which the Premier made
at the time he introduced his railway policy
are amply redeemed in the announcement of
the present week. The Canadian Northern
establishes a fast ferry between the Mainland and the Saanich Peninsula, securing
a sheltered harbour and ensuring a threeand-a-half hours' service between Victoria
and Vancouver. It comes into the City over
its own rails, entirely independent of any
of the existing companies; it runs into-a
central Union depot, which will be an ornament to the city and which will occupy an
imposing site on the South-eastern edge of
the old Reserve. A modern steel structural bridge, as wide as Douglas Street, will
connect the Union Depot with the foot of
Johnson Street, and the latter will develop
into a main artery. The entrance to the
City at the North end is admirably conceived, being negotiated through a low-lying
section, interfering as little as possible with
existing interests, and maintaining a minimum grade. Not only has the Premier been
able, though not without protracted and
vexatious delays, to secure this really splendid arrangement, but he has incidentally
secured many things which were contemplated, or at any rate not divulged when
the railway policy was first announced. He
has secured from the Dominion Government, and retains possession of, the long
stretch of water-front on. the Reserve, thus
making provision for the extension of local
industries; and what will be of special interest to the people of Victoria West, he
has managed to save some twenty acres for
a public park. No wonder that the Colonist
was jubilant in being privileged to announce
such a consummation on Christmas Day.
It involves the outlay of millions of dollars
and the laying of the foundation for the
Victoria of the future. It is in the fullest
sense of the term a guarantee for the creation of a Greater Victoria, which will transcend in extent and influence the most optimistic anticipations which have been entertained.

A

BASCULE BRIDGE—The natural
complement to the acquisition and
lay-out of the Songhees Reserve is
the bascule bridge connecting it with Laurel
Point and so affording a direct route from
the railway terminals and sidings to the
Outer Wharf. The Week understands that
there will be some opposition to this project, and if so, the sooner it is ventilated
on intelligent lines the better. There are
many expert questions to handle whicii not
even the most omniscient of newspaper
editors is fully equipped; and yet public
interest in this bridge is so vital as to demand for it prompt and serious consideration. There are three great advantages to
be derived from a bridge at this point. The
first is the direct access it would give from
the railways to the Outer Wharf and the
new breakwater; the second is fhe direct
route it would establish between the James
Bay District and Esquimalt, and the importance of this is emphasized by the project
announced by the Premier for a main public
thoroughfare from Johnson Street to Victoria West. The third, and possibly the
most important, is that it would do away
with the continuation of the Inner Harbour
Railway in front of the Causeway and Par-

ONE DOLLAR PER ANNUM

liament Buildings. The latter point is one
of the utmost seriousness, because The
Week understands that the promoters of
that scheme are still energetically working
to secure the necessary sanction to carry
out their plans. This should not be possible
unless with the full consent of the citizens,
and in the opinion of The Week that consent will never be obtained. What is needed
at the present time is a consultation which
should be initiated by the Mayor and participated in by representatives of the City,
the Board of Trade, the Harbour Commission and the Government. The advice of
competent experts should be sought, because there are many engineering difficulties
involved and it is understood that the Chief
Engineer of Public Works considers that
these are insuperable. His opinion is entitled to respect, but can hardly be accepted
without demur when other eminent engineers have endorsed the practicability of
the scheme. There will naturally be opposition from the steamship companies who
use the Inner Harbour, and due consideration must be given to their objections. The
whole matter is one which combines in an
unusual degree matters of public interest
and expert advice, and The Week urges that
no time should be lost in arranging for such
a broad discussion of the subject as its importance demands.

N

O POVERTY —The Progressive
Club has adopted a slogan for Victoria; one which it richly deserves
and which visitors from all parts of the
world will endorse, "It's the Climate." The
Week is not hunting for slogans, but out
of the wealth of its Christmas experience
it ventures to make a suggestion, which is
that Victoria enjoys a distinctive feature
which is not less impressive and which is
more unique and a matter for even greater
thankfulness, ancl that is that it knows no
poverty. This statement may be taken almost literally; the only qualification called
for being that the generosity ancl charity
of our people are so great that the various
church organizations are easily able to take
care of such cases as might otherwise develop into poverty. The Colonist gave a
very pleasing picture of the boys and girls
of the Protestant Orphans' Home, whose
comfort and happiness was so well looked
after by some of the good ladies of Victoria on Christmas Day, and no doubt every
church could on a limited scale furnish a
similar story, but The Week is in a position to tell of a dear young fellow who died
only a fortnight ago in Southern California;
a Victorian with a big loving heart and
quite moderate means who left a sum of
money to be spent every Christmas Day
"to feed the poor children of Victoria."
His relatives hunted for clays to find some,
but could find none. Ultimately they invoked the aid of the police and the Salvation Army, two of the likeliest bodies to
aid in such a matter, with the net result
that ultimately a dozen children were found
willing to avail themselves of thc kind offer.'
They were regaled with the best of Christmas fare at one of our restaurants, but, and
here is the moral of the story, as a lady
who waited on them observed, 'they all
wore good suits of clothes and white collars," and although they may have been .he
children of comparatively poor parents,
there'were no evidences of poverty. The
Week gratefully makes this announcement
of what is surely the most remarkable
feature of a city of 60,000 inhabitants andone which could not possibly be duplicated
in the wide world. Truly the privileges—
and responsibilities—of Victorians are
great and they are not confined to the
climate.
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these ladies turned to the other and
said in an awful aside: "Oh, my dear;
I believe it's a man." It wasn't so
much what she said but the horrified
way in which she said it that convulsed me.

* * *

I notice with delight that some en- token I am told that the clock in the
terprising journalist has obtained a Reading Room of the Legislative
certificate from a medical man to the Library has stopped ever since the
effect that plum pudding is really a close of the last session of the House.
most nutritious and digestible food This reminds one of the pathetic song
and that during the past centuries it about "My Grandfather's Clock." I
has been the victim of a milignant remember flooding a village schoollibel. Plum pudding, I read, if prop- room with the tears of the parishionerly cooked, possesses none of the ers one time when I sang to them in
dangerous qualities with which popu- quavering accents about how the old
lar report vests it. It can be easily clock stopped and had never been
digested and may be freely eaten known to go since the old man died.
without detrimental results. Very It is a pleasant thought that our lawgood. Now, my friends, did your givers can inspire such a depth of afplum pudding agree with you? If not, fection in the works of a faithful timeyou may know for certain, on the au- piece.
thority of a medical man, that it was
* * *
not properly cooked. What a haven
It will be a thousand pities if anyof refuge this statement affords for thing should prevent the consummathe greedy boy and the over-convivial tion of the parks scheme as outlined
father. The mother of a family will by Mr. Justice Martin and on which I
no longer dare to read a lecture on dilated last week. I see that the econthe sin of gluttony to the former, for omists are up in arms and say that we
he will plead "bad cooking," nor will cannot afford the luxury. But shall
she be able to make the cold, gray we ever be able to afford it better
dawn of the morning after yet more than we can now? Is the land to be
miserable for the latter, for he will expropriated likely to decrease in
turn and remind her that when he eat value? Has land ever been known to
the puddings that mother used to depreciate in Victoria since she came
make he never had the same ill ef- into her own? It seems to me that
fects. So all hail to the doctor who there is a time to,economize and a
has thus endeared himself to the de- time to spend and in this particular
votees of Father Christmas.
instance it would appear to be a time
to spend. We are getting sick and
* * *
It is a pity though, that plum pud- tired of the eternal reproach being
ding does not pose as being one of the hurled at our heads that we have no
indispensable appurtenances of a New amusements to offer our visitors, and
Year's dinner. I seem to have a dim here we see a chance to get rid of it
idea that it is often found on the for ever. People cannot live by scentables of the wealthy on the evening ery alone and the gentle tourist,
of January ist, but I know that it is though he appreciates a beautiful spot
not looked upon as part and parcel in which to take his vacation, votes
of the day, as it is just one week pre- his appreciation higher when he sees
viously. Here is an opening for a that it offers him substantial amusecharitable doctor to make himself be- ments in the fine evenings of the sumloved of the same parties by making mer. The New Year is coming to us
a similar discovery with respect to with untold prosperity in its train; big
one of the staple features of the cele- works are to be undertaken and surebration which we all so eagerly an- ly now is the time when we should
tiicpate at the close of every twelve begin a comprehensive scheme for
months. However, as he has not providing amusement for our visitors.
made it yet, the best I can do is to
wish you all a happy New Year and
express the hope that you will none
of you have occasion to seek in vain
for an excuse which will hold water.
* * *
I can't help thinking that it is a
•great pity that Christmas Day and
New Year's Day cannot be made to
fall every year on a Monday. If any
scientist could be found who could so
arrange the calendar that these two
holidays came each year directly after
the Sunday he would confer a great
benefit on suffering humanity, for no
one can fail to agree that Monday
is the ideal day of the week on which
to have a holiday. It fits in so well
with Saturday afternoon and Sunday,
and it does not break up the week
as a holiday does which occurs in the
middle of the seven days. There can
be no doubt that it is very inconvenient having holidays on Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays; Tuesday is
not such a bad day, neither is Saturday, but then Saturday is a half-holiday in most cases anyhow. I should
certainly like to see Christmas and
New Year fixed by statute to be held
on Monday, leaving the astronomers
to fix it up with the moon as best they
can.

* * *
In any event such 3 little thing as
the total neglect of the calendar ought
not to worry Victorians much. We
seem to be so easy to please as regards time. I do not think that I
have ever been in a city where the
clocks go wrong so frequently and
where they will stay unattended with
less public outcry. It is no infrequent
thing to see a clock outside a jeweler's store pointing the same time for
two or three days. One would have
thought that such a bad advertisement would be corrected immediately,
before the man in the street had time
to notice it. But no. Any old time
will do and in any event the clock is
right twice in twenty-four hours,
which is not bad for Victoria. That
seems to be the idea. By the same

* * *
We rejoice in a climate unexcelled
in the Dominion. It is so good a
climate that it seems a pity to try
and make it out better than it is. It
is a fact that we have roses here at
Christmas time, but it is not true that
delicate maidens leave their porches
on Christmas morning, with their
shoulders merely draped by a flowing
kimona, in order to stand over a standard rose bush in the garden what
time they fondle the petals. And yet
anyone seeing last Sunday's Colonist
mgiht be excused if they thought that
such was the common practice of Victoria girls. It is so unnecessary to exaggerate the beauties of Victoria, her
advantages and above all her climate,
that one feels a certain indignation
at the enemy being given such a just
chance to blaspheme. I met one of our
best known citizens on Monday last
and he was white-hot with rage. He
was in the mood when at home elderly men with Indian livers sit down
to write to The Times, and I found
many others to agree with him. It is
always a shame mot to stick to the
strict truth when there is nothing to
be gained by doing otherwise.
* * *
I do not usually poke my nose into
my colleague's business and any comment on what takes place in the theatre naturally belongs to my esteemed friend "Momus," but I overheard a
little thing last Saturday at the Victoria theatre which will, I think, bear
repeating. As all the world knows,
the Victoria Amateur Dramatic Society played their original pantomime
comedy on that night and scored an
immense success. Perhaps the most
striking figure on the stage was that
of Mr. B. H. T. Drake in the role of
the Widow Twankey, acting chaperon
to the fair sex of Vantoria. Seated
next to me were two ladies unknown
to me, as I trust that I was unknown
to them. After the gallant widow
had been on the stage about ten minutes, during which time he had evoked
the mirth of the whole house, one of

Whilst on this subject I should like
to say something about the manners
of a portion of the audience. It would
seem that there are some people who
feel free to criticise amateur players
in a loud tone because they happen to
be known to them personally. It does
not occur to these critics that there
may be several people in their immediate neighborhood who also have acquaintance with their friends. They
also seem to think that because it is
not a professional performance theatre manners may be dispensed with
and they consequently talk all the
time. I was particularly harried in
this respect last Saturday. Seated behind me were people most certainly
old enough to know better, and who
had lived in this world long enough
to be wiser, but all unheeding indignant looks they gossiped along, an*noying those sitting next them and
unwittingly pouring out all sorts of
information into the ready ear of the

MUMM'S .
When you invite a guest to your house you take
charge of his happiness for the time being. It
therefore becomes a duty to give to him the best
of everyth'ng.

Ocri
r***^*.
CONSISTENT
"Why did Mrs. Jones leave the room right
in the very middle of her argument about
the cruelty of killing song birds?"
"Oh, she went into the kitchen to show
the servant how to drop a live oyster into
boiling water."

Mumm's Champagne
Adds that refined and finished touch to Christmas
festivities—the best and purest of all Champagnes,
Mumm's is a splendid reviver; it puts a twelveinch smile on a six-inch face.

PACIFIC
COAST
HOCKEY
ASSOCIATION

G. H. Mumm & Co's

Season 1912-1913

Label is known upon all the four continents as a
passport of healthful reliability.

The following Official League
Games will be played in the
"Arena," Victoria, B. C, as
scheduled below:
Dec. 13—Westminster vs. Victoria.
Dec. a^—Vancouver vs. Victoria.
Jan. 9—Westminster vs. Victoria.
Jan. 17—Vancouver vs. Victoria.
Jan. 31—Westminster vs. Victoria.
Feb. 11—Vancouver va. Victoria.
Feb. a 1—Westminster vs. Victoria.
March 4—Vancouver vs. Victoria.
Matches start at 8.30 p.m.

Cordon Rogue—Vintage I goo-1 go4

P I T H E R &> L E I S E R
Wholesale Agents for B. C.
Victoria

Vancouver

Nelson

Bargains in the Big Basement
Den and Lounge
Cushions
Our show of artistic, sensible cushions is
a very charming one and will appeal to
all home lovers. In woven Tapestry,
Silk, Tapestry, Brash, Linen, and many
other styles, there is a wide range of
choice, while prices start as low as $2.00

Dainty Bedroom
Curtains
Some of the daintiest Curtains ever seen
in Victoria are in fine Pont de Spret Net,
in pure white with tastefully coloured
borders, 2 ^

yards long, and only,

per pair

$3.00

A Complete Tea Service in Fine Thin China
One of the big offers in our big Bargain Basement is a fine China Tea Set for 12 persons. The
cups are light and dainty and the whole is prettily decorated in tasteful floral designs. Complete
40-piece sets
."
$5.50

One Quart Strong Glass Water Jug
Another attraction in the Basement Department is a big lot of Strong Crystal Water Jugs, one
quart size. These are in the Optic Flute design and are really remarkable value at
our price of
25c

739 Yates Street

Telephone 1391
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The Crystal Theatre
Broad Street
The Largest, Best Furnished and Most Comfortable Vaudeville and
Picture Theatre in the City.

Prize Award
The House That Jack Built in
mentioned made quite the sensational
Mrs. W. Richards, of Carey road,
Vantoria.
hit which Mr. B. H. T. Drake scored.
On Friday and Saturday last the No one would think that this es- won the $25.00 prize at the Princess
Victoria Amateur Dramatic Society teemed gentleman could condescend theatre Christmas eve, and the reeclipsed all its previous performances so admirably to the arts and graces maining names called for the second
by giving a most entertaining ren- which became the Widow Twankey, and third prizes were T. Grant, 720
dering of an amusing original play. past belle of Vantoria, and from the Bay street and M. Renfrew, 1126
Pantomime is so rare in Victoria first moment that he appeared on the Johnson street.
The Empress Theatre
that the performance would have been stage till his faint in the last act, he
Manager Wisner has been successa treat in any event, but staged and achieved a veritable triumph.
acted as it was, it created a furore A big feature of the performance ful in securing an excellent Christmas
amongst the audience, who were was the Spanish dancing of Miss bill of fare for his patrons, and it is
quick to applaud the pointed hits Sweptsone, who took the house by safe to say that no one can go into
the Empress theatre this week with a
made at certain local conditions, and storm in her "pas seul."
showed their appreciation of the in- In addition to those members of "grouch" and succeed in keeping it.
dividual work of the actors and ac- the V. A, D. C. mentioned above, From beginning to end the show is
tresses by choice bouquets of flowers there was a full and capable chorus most amusing. The Mozarts, who
and vegetables. The curtain fell of the ladies under the chaperonage open the performance, have a most
original act, during the course of
amid frantic calls for the author, who of the graceful Widow.
presently made his appearance in the The stage seting in all three acts which they give a first-class exhibiperson of Mr. R. N. Hincks, and ac- was first class and the whole perform- tion of snow-shoe dancing. Particular
knowledged the reception the play ance reflected the greatest credit on mention is due to the staging of the

Two Acts of Vaudeville, changing Mondays and Thursdays. Four
Reels of First Run Pictures, changing Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The Best Music—three-piece
Orchestra—in the City.
The biggest Fan on the Coast, removing 37,000 cubic feet of air every
five minutes, insuring you fresh and cool air.
Hours: Pictures from 1.30 to 5.30 and 6.30 to 11.00.
Vaudeville, 3.00 to 4.00 and 7.00 to 11.00.

week. With this purpose in mind he
contrived to secure two first-class
vaudeville turns for each of the two
halves of the week and the thousands
of persons who have seen them were
well satisfied with the entertainment
afforded them. The pictures were in
the same high class as the vaudevillians and the week's entertainment
just concluding is one of the best
ever seen in Victoria.

Princess Theatre
FormHr A.O.U.W. Hill

Cor. Yates ic Blanchard Sts.
WEEK COMMENCING MONDAY
DECEMBER 30th.

TheWilliams Stock Co.
Will Piaent

"The Bonnie Brier Bush"
Prices ioc, aoc and 30c
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
ioc and aoc
Curtain, 8.311 p.m.
Matineei, a.45
R* served Seats on sale at Dean &•
Hiscock's, cor. Broad and Yates Sts.

JEmpress
WEEK DECEMBER 30TH

Three Times Daily—3.00 p.m.,
7.30 p.m., 9.00 p.m.
"I DIED"
A Big Comedy Scream Played by
JAMES RENNIE & CO.
A Lady Cometist
INEZ LAWSON
Pretty, Chic and Talented
THE (3) ALEX
European Gymnasts
The Genteel Comedian
HARRY SAUBER
BIELE & GIRARD
The Yankee and the Swede
TWILIGHT PICTURES

Scene from the "Quaker Girl," which will appear at the Victoria Theatre January 7th and 8th
The Majestic Theatre
had received in a characteristic the indefatigable members of the A. second scene which is quite unique
D. C, who worked so well to achieve for vaudeville purposes. The Quaker
"The Dawning," whicii was the title
speech.
Mr. Harry Davis in the part of the such a notable succcess. It is doubt- Maids, who follow the Mozarts, give of a powerful drama shown at the
ingenuous Englishman visiting Van- ful if a better amateur production has a dainty and tasteful selection of Majestic during the early part of the
toria with the intention of buying a ever been seen in Victoria whether songs whicii they render in a very week, was one of those pictures whicii
lot, and building a house on it, made as to the very clever work of the pleasing manner. Both the perform- may do a great deal of good in the
an excellent hero and his share in the author or the admirable performance ers have good voices and their act- world. Apart from the lessons to be
duet with Mrs. Barrington Foote of the company. There are scores of ing throughout the turn is well done. drawn from it, it was worthy of praise
as a production, being a two-reel picworse companies "on the road."
(Jilt) was exquisitely rendered.
Ed and Minnie Foster are comedians
ture
marvellously well presented. A
Princess
Theatre
Mrs. Barrington Foote herself was
from the very start of their act. They
a charming heroine and her singing Rex Beach's "Barrier" this week is put up quite the most comical turn great deal of interest naturally cenwas of the very highest order. Miss playing to splendid business, and the we have seen for months and their tred round the pictures taken of acPhyllis Davis was certainly "some play and company well deserve the finale is worthy of them. John Neff tual incidents in the Balkan War
kid, believe muh," as she was describ- applause and praise whicii is freely would doubtless be the greatest musi- which were flashed on the screen this
week.
ed in the programme, and in the role given them at each performance.
cian in the world if he would only
Romano's Theatre
of Baby Bunting danced her way in- As an extra attraction for the holito the hearts of every member of the days "The Bonnie Briar Bush" is out- give the audience a chance of hearing "The Man They Scorned" was a
audience. She is the legitimate suc- lined for next week. This is a big at- him play one of the many instruments picture at Romano's whicii came up
cessor of our favourite of other clays, traction for any popular priced stock which he produces in rotation. But he to its title and to the pictorial repreMrs. Rochfort.
house to offer, as the large royalty is too busy talking and giving funny sentations of it whicii were to be seen
Mr. Jack Mason portrayed a most on the play, and the heavy cost of pro- interludes to find time to perform; on outside the house. One thing about
imposing retiring mayor, and Mr. duction, put it beyond the prices ask- the whole, the audience are well sat- Romano's is worthy of attention ancl
Hincks as his opponent made a de- ed. Mr. Williams at first thought of isfied with the entertainment whicii that is, that the posters displayed at
lightful "dishonest" political, real es- raising the price of admission, but he does find time to give. The bill the door describing the pictures
tate agent, yclept Robinghood; while has concluded to let it remain as closes with the Bimbos. Of course within are invariably very true to the
one could almost hear venison pasties usual, thus giving every one a chance they are comic acrobats; one could original and never entice the unwary
slipping down the rubicund neck of to see this fine play. Mr. Belasco guess that from their name, and if into seeing something grossly unlike
Mr. Rowland Yates, the Friar Tuck will be seen as Lachlan Campbell, the the man would only tell the secret of what has been advertised.
Naughty Marietta
of the cast.
part made famous by John Stoddard, how to make a pair of trousers into
The dissipated bartender played by the veteran actor. Miss Page is cast a dress coat he would make his for- Oscar Hammerstein, the internaMr. Robert Horton made every male for Flora Campbell, and Mr. How- tune as a trick tailor; he prefers, how- tional impressario, who has confined
member of the audience feel the agon- land, the new member of the com- ever, to make it as a clever acrobat his operatic ventures to grand opera
ies of a big thirst, and the insinuating pany, who, by the way, made exceed- and the public appreciates his choice. with the exception of "Naughty Marietta," a comic opera by Victor Hercountenance of Mr. G. Julier, repre- ingly goocl in "The Barrier," is cast
The Crystal Theatre
bert and Rida Johnson Young, ansenting that dissolving mystery L. S. for Lord Hay. Several extra people
Manager Rice of the Crystal the- nounces that he will present his new
Dee, was realistic enough to pass •vill be in the cast, and "The Bonnie
muster in any stock exchange of the Brar Bush" will be away out of the atre knows his public well and early star, Florence Webber, and sixty
made up his mind that he would put vocalists assembled from his grand
present day.
ordinary for a stock production. It
But with all their fascinations, not will run all week, Wednesday and Sat- some extra-special shows at the opera forces, in "Naughty Marietta."
Broad Street house for Christmas in this city. A production of excepone of the actors or actresses yet urday matinees.

tional beauty and a gorgeous sartorial
equipment, together with an orchestra carried by the company will make
the opera fully as attractive as during the six months' run at the Manhattan Opera House in New York
City during which time capacity business was the rule. "Naughty Marietta"
will fill expectations, no matter how
great they may be, for Mr. Hammerstein has provided Miss Webber with
a supporting company and a production as complete as any now appearing in light opera. With its wealth of
detail "Naughty Marietta" comes to
the Victoria Theatre January 13th.

Jack Tar's Christmas Box
The announcement made by Mr.
Churchill of increased rates of pay for
officers and men in the Navy has naturally given great satisfaction in the
service. The increase has been long
overdue,.and it is by no means excessive. It has been left for a Liberal
Government to recognize the just
claims of the men. Mr. Churchill has
always shown himself the sympathetic
and understanding friend of thc men
who belong to the splendid service of
whicii he is the head, and we may be
sure that the present concessions are
made in no grudging spiri$. They will
add something like $1,050,000 per annum to the Naval Estimates, but no
sound Democrat will begrudge such
an expenditure for such a cause. Ships
and guns will avail us little unless
they are manned by men who feel
that they are not merely being exploited by a niggardly paymaster.
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PUBLISHERS' ANNOUNCEMENT
The Week Publishing Company
wishes to announce that in lieu of
its usual Christmas Number a special
New Year's Number is in course of
preparation, and will be published the
first week in January. It is on the
lines of the many special editions
which The Week has published to set
forth the advantages of Victoria and
Vancouver Island, and deals chiefly
with the future prospects due to the
rapid development which is now
taking place. It will also include a
literar. Supplement, to which there
will be signed contributions by many
of the leading public men of the
Province.

Good
Resolutions
By Bohemian
So much has been said and written about the making of good resolutions at this season of the year that
it would seem superfluous for me to
add anything to the countless tomes
that have been compiled on this subject, but the fact remains that men
and women of today are just as prone
to start the new year with fixed determinations to give up some cherished weakness, or to undertake some
desirable pursuit, throughout the ensuing twelve months, as were their
ancestors. And so long as people
continue in this practice so long will
it be tfie subject of journalistic musings.
It is always a question whether it
is better to make a resolution and
break it, or to make no resolution at
all. Tennyson tells us that in respect
•of love it is better to have loved and
lost than never to have loved at all.
Does the same rule apply to the making of good resolutions? Is a man a
better man because he puts a spur
into his determination to turn over a
new leaf, if it happens the spur has no
effect. Personally, I am inclined to
the belief that the very making of
the resolution is a sign of grace; it at
any rate signalizes the fact that a
knowledge of imperfection is present
and the very first step towards selfimprovement is a consciousness of
the need for it. Another point is
that improvement can not take place
without a determination to achieve it
having been made, and the good resolution is therefore a necessary factor
in self-regeneration.
But what would* the beginning of
a new year be like without the stimulus afforded by thc oft-repeated formula starting "When the New Year
begins." The true materialist says
that every day starts a new year and
that there is no sense in looking upon the First day of January as the
cimmencement of any particular
year. But it is just the sentimental
atmosphere which surrounds the First
day of January that supplies a mental stimulus which the materialist cannot provide from his cut and dried
observations. The fact that on a certain day we alter the last figure of
the date which we have used for the
past twelve months marks the beginning of something new, and gives us
the chance to turn the leaf and make
our entries on a fresh page.
But the beginning of a new year is
something more than the date on
which we register new resolves, or
old ones which wc have tried to keep
before. It is a time which should be
full of hope for all. Whatever of
misfortune, or sororw the old year
may have brought us, we now begin to look forward to the future. A

new year is dawning and what will it
bring to each of us?
The superstitious shrug their shoulders and comment on the fact that
the thirteenth year of the century
cannot be expected to bring ought
but ill-luck in its train—but the superstitious are in the minority in this
Land of Promise. We who live in
Victoria cannot fail to look forward
to the coming months w'th a glow of
exultant anticipation. So greatly favoured have we been in the past few
years that we know that no old wives'
tale can prevent the increase of our
development and the great garnering
of our abundant harvest. To us 1913
comes full of promise and we shall
enter it in the confidence that when
once more twelve months have run
their appointed length we shall look
back with hearts full of gratitude for
the fortune it has brought us.
What a wonderful thing is the birth
of the year! In every corner of the
earth where white men tread there
will be found those who watch the
hands of the clock as they approach
the hour of midnight. Some will
usher in the new born Son of Time
on their knees; others will welcome
him with festive song and dance,
while others again will indulge in
those quaint and superstitious practices which were such a feature of
tbe occasion in by-gone days. However their fancy prevails, they will be
awake and watching, ready to hail
the New Born who will lead them to
whatever goal fate may have ini store.
A few there may be who will make
no account of the mystery, to whom
the dawning of a new year will mean
nothing, to whom January ist will
merely come' as a recommencement
of their daily life and who will see
nothing new and nothing beautiful in
the day. For such as these the New
Year will have but little of happiness
in its train. For the hopeless there
is no hope, as for the unrepentant
there is no salvation.
But for the rest, what will the New
Year bring? What shall we see in
the world around us before the Infant
whom we are to hail so soon is ushered to his grave to make way for his
successor? Shall we see the heavens
made the thoroughfares of the world?
Will the nations have progressed in
the paths of Peace, or will they 'have
reverted to the dark and dreary days
of war? Will the peoples of the
earth be further advanced on their
way to perfect civilization, or will
they have fretreated along the paths
which they'have with so much difficulty surmounted? Time alone can
tell. But for us the year is full of
hope. We have heard that the Twentieth Century is to be Canada's century, and none can fail to believe that
1913 is to be Victoria's year.

No pleasure on earth can surpass the joy
of feeling genuinely hungry.—Dr. H. R. Hadwen.
In all created nature there is not perhaps
anything so completely ugly as a pillar-box.—
Mr. Chesterton.
To give children a thorough education is a
far better thing than saving money to leave
them.—Sir A. Porter.
The establishment of universal service in
the United Kingdom would not lessen tbe
prospects of war. It would make war more
certain.—Mr. Philip Snowden, M.P.
The English playgoer says: "I'm tired and
dull. Let's PO to thc theatre." The Japanese
playgoer would say: "I don't feel well enough
to go to the theatre today."—Mr. Vosbio
Markino.
If a man's affection for a woman will survive a morning's shopping it will stand any
test.—Mr. Ducan Schwann.
Folkestone medical men are of opinion that
art teaching from the nude tends to corrupt
the morals of boys and girls.—The Mayor of
Folkestone.
Materialism is making great growth in the
populous parts of tbe country, and even in
tbe country parishes indifference is growing.
—The Bishop of St. David's.

BOOK NOTES
At the Victoria Book and Stationery Co., 1004 Government
St., Victoria, B.C.:

A Man in the Open, by Roger
Pocock, $1.25.
The Heroine in Bronze, by
James Lane Allen, $1.25.
South Sea Tales, by Jack
London, $1.50.

•article having been safely deposited

Lawyer Penhallow. Myrtle gets
Oliver Wendell Ho\mes-An Appreciationwith
the money, and marries Clement

Continued from Last Issue
Last week I briefly referred to the she was incapable of loving—there
Breakfast Table series, by which, showed the ophidian. Before she was
chiefly, Holmes will live in literature. twenty, the shorter lived snake-eleBut he has other sides. He wrote ment succumbed; but the deep springs
biography, poetry, and novels. What of life were involved, and the human
of these?
part remaining was not strong enough
As to the first two of these genres, to continue alone. Elsie died, though
not even the most fervent admirer of no discoverable disease.
will have much to say. There is am- The book contains very little of the
ple evidence to show that he spent a "love element." Elsie's father finally
great deal of time and labour on the marries the schoolmistress, Helen
memoirs of Emerson and Motley, but Darley, and Bernard Langdon—who
the result is in neither case a work of at one time looks like making a
art. There is in both—though par- happy ending possible by pairing off
ticularly in the Emerson—a perfunc- with the heroine—settles down with
toriness, and even a lack of interest the handsome but unimportant Miss
or grasp; and, apart from the letters Letitia Forester. Dick Vernon makes
and personal reminiscences, there is love to his cousin, or rather, to her
not much to hold the reader's atten- money, and we are glad to be rid of
tion or to help him to comprehension him after his cowardly attempt on
of the man whose life-story is being Langdon's life. He is only a subtold. In the poetry, there is no per- sidiary character. In fa'ct, all the
functoriness—there is, on the con- people in the story, except Elsie hertrary, life and zest. It was as poet self, are sketchily treated, without
that Holmes would have liked to be much attempt to make them live.
remembered; yet even at his best he They are merely "properties" to the
just fell short of being a poet. He central figure. The raison d'etre of the
could write euphonious verse, with book is the psychological study proplenty of good sense in the serious vided by the character of Elsie Venpieces, and plenty of clever fun in ner.
the comic ones; but we can hardly
• One of the thoughts to which
say more than that. The "One Hoss
Holmes' humane mind most frequentShay" is still occasionally heard of,
ly turned, was the thought of the trebut the "Spectre Pig" no longer remendous potency of inherited tendenvisits the glimpses of the moon; and
cies in shaping a life. Is it reasonable,
the "September Gale" has—so to say
then—he asks—that an individual
—blown itself out. In short, the
should be held wholly accountable for
comic lines are ephemeral. Of the
his actions, when these are largely
serious verses, "The Last Leaf" and
conditioned by circumstances over
"The Chamber'd Nautilus" are unwhich he has no control? Dr. Honeydoubtedly the best; but even these
wood speaks for Holmes in his serseem to us, now, a triflle stale and
mon "On the Obligation of an Inunprofitable,
though—perhaps befinite Creator to a Finite Creature,"
cause—their highly estimable moral
when he says that "a man with a
tone is undeniably obvious.
crooked spine would never be called
Of the novels, a higher estimate is to account for not walking erect,"
justified. They have been widely read and "if the crook was in his brain,
and they have deserved their fame. instead of his back, he could not fairWithout being great works of art, ly be blamed for any consequences
they are nevertheless readable stories, of this natural defect, whatever lawwith enough incident and humour to yers or divines might call it." In a
save them from being dull—which is preface to his next novel, Holmes rethe danger to which their semi-religi- marks that the plot of "Elsie Venner"
ous aim exposes them—and with a enabled him to "suggest the limitafacile, flowing style in which the writ- tions of human responsibility in a
er's culture is apparent enough, even simple and effective way." In short,
without the Latin tags which he was it is a plea for the treatment of sinrather too fond of sprinkling on his ners and criminals as diseased, and
pages. It is quite arguable that his thus deserving of pity and help,
first two novels, at least, are in dan- rather than of punishment.
ger of being undervalued. In some
points they are superior to Hawthorne, who is regarded as the classic
of the school, not only by Mr. Lang,
but also by Mr. Henry James. Hawthorne's style is certainly more careful, the sentences are more elaborately chiselled, and the whole structure
has more coherency and balance; his
characters are far more subtly dissected and presented—indeed, the souls of
Hepzibah Pyncheon, of Hester
Prynne and Arthur Dimmesdale, of
Roger Chillingworth, lie open to our
sight with a clearness of revelation
which is almost painful. But, if
Hawthorne avoids the Scylla of superficiality, he falls into the Charybdis
of excessive analysis and description.
His leisurely periods, his long and involved sentences, slowly tracking out
in monologue the secret workings of
a soul, are apt to become wearisome.
Holmes, on the contrary, is never iri
danger of that kind of dulness; he
tells his story brightly, and shows his
characters through their own speech
and act, rather than by the method of
dissection.
Probably the best known of the
novels is "Elsie Venner." This is a
study in heredity, with an eye to its
religious implications. Some months
before Elsie Vernier's birth, her
mother was bitten by a rattlesnake.
Prompt measures saved her life, but
she died not long after tbe birth of
her daughter. From the first, Elsie
was not like other children. She was
lethargic in winter, passionate and
dangerous in summer. Growing up,
she developed a superb beauty; but
there was something that caused fear
and repulsion, as well as fascination,
in her black hair, scowling brows, and
glittering "diamond eyes." In short,
there was a taint of snake-nature
in her bodily and mental constitution,
and thc tragedy of her life consisted
in the strife between the reptilian and
the human elements. She wanted to
be loved—there spoke the woman;

The "Guardian Angel" is a better
novel, and is pleasanter—less morbid
—-'in its details. There is again a heredity-interest, but of a different kind.
The heroine is Myrtle Hazard, who
rejoices in an exceptionally variegated
ancestry. One of these forbears—Ann
Holyoke—was burned by "ye bloudy
Papists." (It is the spirit of influence of this martyred ancestor that
is the "guardian angel" of her descendants). Another was "accused of
sorcery in the evil days of 17—" A
great-grandmother was a famous
beauty, of opulent physique; and a
grandmother had a russet complexion
which owed its warmth to an admixture of Indian blood. All these ancestors come out, more or less, in Myrtle, somewhat as the Puritan Pyncheon comes out in. his descendants, in
"The House of the Seven Gables,"
which may have partly inspired the
later book. At first, Holmes apparently intended to make the story
more mystical than it afterwards became. He remarks how our ancestors
seem to live again in us, now this and
now that gesture or trick of speech
recalling this or that relative; and
he suggests that the relative in question may be really recalled—may be
self-consciously manifesting himself
through his descendant's act. And he
seems to be about to link up this
curious notion with spiritualism and
"possession." But, as the story progresses, this idea drops more and
more out of sight, and the narrative
becomes more concrete.
The interest centres in the machinations of Lawyer Murray Bradshaw.
This astute gentleman, having found
a later will of old Malachi Withers
which will make Myrtle rich, keeps
the document perdu while he lays
siege to the young lady's heart. She
refuses him, and, in revenge, he
burns what he thinks is the will; but,
thanks to the counter-plotting of
good old Byles Gridley, the burnt
paper was only a copy, the genuine

Lindsay—of whom, by the way, we
seem to know astonishingly little,
considering that he is the hero, or at
least the heroine's lover. The interest has become the commonplace one
of seeing the villain defeated in his
wiles, and virtue triumphant and
happy at the end. There are many
good jokes, and much good moralizing, though not too much to spoil the
run of the story. There is occasionally, however, a certain lack of inevitableness. The parts are good, bu;
they do not fit so absolutely—d) not
follow each other with such logical
sequence—as to produce the impression of an organic growth. There is
often a sense of jolt. Still, the bo k
is eminently readable, and is indeed
the best of the novels. "A Mortal
Antipathy" is by far the poorest, and
we need not discuss this unfortunate
product of declining power.
It is as novelist and as writer of
Table Talk, then, that Holmes is
chiefly to be regarded—and the latter more than the former, for it is
in this capacity that he mainly exerts
a specifically religious influence.
Without being a great teacher or
prophet, he nevertheless took something of the leader's role. He did not
teach new thoughts, but he \01ced
what many were inarticulately thinking. He was in advance of his time,
but not too much to be understood.
He was one of those quiet reformers
who are found from time to time
making brave efforts to put right what
has a perverse tendency to get askew;
namely, to get religion out of the
head—where the theological reasoning-machines try to put it and keep
it—into the heart, where the saints
and prophets of all times have said it
ought to be. And many of us will always bless his name—even though,
as Mr. Lang says, the original rapture
is not now recoverable—for the help
which -he gave us in our struggle with
the Everlasting Nay, in the days of
our "green, unknowing youth."

Provincial Survey
The forest branch of the Department of Lands is undertaking a survey of the Province of British Columbia which will give definitely information heretofore incomplete and.
scattered. There are twelve parties
of reconnaissance men in the field, in
the valleys of the Adams, Salmon,
Nicola, North Thompson, Omineca
and Columbia rivers, around* Mable
Lake and along the route of the G.
T. P.
The surveyors will note every natural feature, the topography, bodies
of water (including water powers) all
the agricultural areas, down to 40acre tracts, the nature of the soil, and
in a general way the1 amount of timber standing. It is expected that the
reports which these men will make
will prove a revelation to the public.
Undoubtedly there are many tracts of
land which will produce good crcps
lying idle because their location is not
known accurately.
The difficulties of carrying out this
survey are very great, particularly in
view of the season, but the ground
is being covered as rapidly as possible, and the complete map will be
compiled in the course of a few
months.
MODERN LOVE
"Dear love," she wrote, "for you I pine,
Tn loneliness I sit ancl grieve,
For nie the sun lias ceased to slilnc
Until we meet tomorrow eve.
When we're apart it racks my heart,
T can't enjoy myself a scrap."
Then off she went and galiy spent
The evening with another chap.
"My queen," he wrote, "for love of
T cannot eat or sleep or rest,
No pleasure in the world I view,
Your image only fills my breast.
Until we meet, my sweet, my sweet,
Wilh yearning lips I kiss your curl."
Then off he weiU and gaily spent
The evening with another girl.
SHE WONDERED
Visitor— "And what are you in for, my
good man?"
Prisoner— "Robbery at a boarding-house."
house."
Visitor—"Er I—which were you, propriet o r or head waiter?"
CONSIDERATE
Judge— "Tbe witness says you took all his
clothes."
Prisoner—-"Yes, but I covered him with my
revolver."
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BUILDING PERMITS
December 18 to 24.
December 18—
Kyle & Chant—Howe and Faithful—Dwelling
$ 3,000
Parfitt Bros.—Cook ancl Princess—Store and apts
11,000
Parfitt Bros.—Fernwood and Vining—Apartments
40,000
R. Hetherington—Joseph—Dwelling
2,500
A. Burdette—Highview—Dwelling
1,200
A. Burdette—Burton—Dwelling
2,200
A. E. Newberry—Quamichan1—Dwelling
1,800
A. F. Roy—Dunedin—Art Glass Studio
600
Gee Lee—Quadra—Laundry
5,000
James Moggey—Moss—Dwelling
3,000
James Moggey—Moss—Dwelling
3,000
G. S. Smith—Robertson—Dwelling
1,575
December 19—
J. H. Stanner—Shelbourne—Dwelling
1,200
Ward Investment Co.—Wellington and Faithful—Dwelling 10,000
Smith & Wall—Menzies—Alterations
3,800
December 20—
W. H. Sargent—Vining—Alterations
3,600
A. Gough—Shelbourne—Alterations
1,000
Mrs. Clay—Burnside—Dwelling
2,000
Leeming Bros.—Oak Bay Ave.—Store
3,000
B. Wilson—Chatham—Cold storage
8,000
Wm. Evans;—Quadra—Dwelling
2,400
December 21—
Wm. Shields—Forbes—Dwelling
1,600
December 23—
C. H. Harrison—Fell—Dwelling
3,400
Hugh L. Miller—Fernwood—Dwelling
2,000
Landsberg & Hall—Johnson—Alterations
1,350
R. S. Gregory Allen—Clawthorpe—Dwelling
2,200

Blue Printing
Maps
Draughting

Fire Insurance, Employers'
Liability & Contractors'
Bonds Written

Surveyors' Instruments and
Drawing Office Supplies

Electric Blue Print & Map
Company
214 Central Bldg., View Street
Phone 1534
Victoria, B. C.

See us about Real Estate
Investments

The

Taylor Mill Co.
Limited

Green & Burdick Bros.

All kinds of Building Material
Lumber .' Sash . ' Dooi

Limited
Cor. Broughton and Langley Streets

Telephone 564
North GoTernment Street, Vietoria

Telephone 4169
Royal Bank Chambers '
Victoria, B. C.

The Rent Makes Payments
on this Positive House
Snap

Thomas Hooper
Jlrchlttd

GOVERNMENT SUPERVISION OF EUROPEAN BANKS
Control of Imperial Bank of Germany—One Large Institution Has Nearly
Fifty Supervisors
II—GERMANY
By H. M. P. E c k a r d t
At the centre of the German system is the Imperial Bank of Germany, or Reichsbank as it is called. The shares are all held privately
in small lots, mostly in Germany and Holland. But the bank is controlled absolutely by the German government. The business of the
bank is transacted by the direktorium, which is composed of nine
members, of whom one is president and another vice-president. Members of the direktorium are appointed by the German Emperor, for life.
The Bundesrath, or federal council of the empire, recommends parties
for appointment, and the Emperor acts on their recommendations.
This direktorium carries on the general business of the bank—
authorizes loans, regulates the issues of notes, the movement of the
cash reserves, and, with the advice of the central ausschuss, representing the general body of shareholders, fixes the official rate of discount.
Powers of Chancellor
Sitting over the direktorium in authority is the curatorium, which
has five members. The chancellor of the empire is chairman. The
second member is appointed by the Emperor; the practice is to appoint
the Prussian minister of finance. Then the Bundesrath selects from its
own members the three other members of the curatorium. Meetings
are once in three months. The chancellor has supreme power over the
actions of the bank when he chooses to exercise it.
Finally, there is the third body—central ausschuss—representing
the shareholders or proprietors. This is composed of fifteen stockholders elected at the annual meeting. Also elected at the annual meeting are fifteen alternates to serve in case of absence of members of the
board. Then this body elects a sub-committee composed of three of
its members, vvith three alternates; and this sub-committee meets
weekly with the president ancl directors to receive information as to the
transactioi s carried on by the bank, and to give advice ancl recommendations regarding the same. It is said that their advice is generally
taken.
May Limit Amount of Securities
These representatives of the general body of proprietors are given
actual pover with reference to two matters:
may limit the
amount of securities which may be purchased i__
bank—not as to
the character, but as to the amount," and "They have the power to veto
any proposed transactions with the empire, if such transactions run
counter to the general conditions of business."
The directors usually follow thc advice of the central ausschuss in
regard to changing the official rate, but sometimes they disregard it.
The Reichsbank has a practical monopoly of note issue, the sole
custody of the government funds, and other special rights ancl privileges. It is required to hand over a part of ils profits to lhe government of the empire. The shareholders get three and one-half per cent,
dividends, and one-fourth of the excess. The remaining three-fourths

Telephone 4170

We can deliver for only $500 cash, a practically new, modern, 5
roomed cottage, modern in every way, with cementfloorin basement,
furnace pipes, fireplace, built-in bookcases, etc. The lot is within
half a block of the Oak Bay Car Line. Garage built six months
ago. There are several fine Oak trees on the property. The owner
has a client who will take lease for six months at $35.00 per month.
The payments are only $35.00 per month.

522 Winch Building
Vancouver, B. C.

Will you let us show you this at once

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Contains 252,800,000 acres of rich farm
ancl fruit lands, timber, mineral and
coal lands. Railroads now building will
open up to settlers and investors. We
specialize on British Columbia Investments and can tell you about opportunities to GET IN AT THE BEGINNING in town lots, townsite subdivisions or farm, timber, mineral, coal
lands and water powers, wholesale or
retail. Your name and address on a
postcard will bring you valuable
information FREE!
WRITE OR CALL

[

Price $4500
With $500 cash and $35 per month

PEMBERTON & SON
CORNER FORT AND BROAD STREETS

NaturalResources
Security Co., Ltd
Paid-up Capital $250,000
Joint Owners and Sole Agents Fort
George Townsite
612 Bower Building, Vancouver, B.C.
may 18
aug 17

A. W. Bridgman
Real Estate, Financial and Insurance Agent
Conveyancer and Notary Public
Established 1858 •

What Shall I
Give Her?

A

. Commercial Union Assurance Co., Ltd.

Agent

Why not send her a box of Our
Chocolates? A more appropriate and suitable gift could not
be found.

of

L ondon . England

Canada Accident Insurance Company
Imperial Underwriters' Corporation
Northern Counties Investment Trust, Limited
of Bradford, Kngland.

The Palace of Sweets

1007 Government Street

Victoria, B. C.

747 F O R T S T R E E T

Victoria, B. C.

'
Chas. Hayward
President

Mrs. D. B. McLaren
Teacher of Singing and
Voice Production
Terms on Application I'/ione X2308
P. O. Box 440

Reginald Hayward
Sec'y-Treas.

F. Caselton
Manager

The B. C. Funeral Co.
(Successors to Charles Hayward)
Late of 1016 Government Street, have removed to their new building,
734 Broughton Street, above Douglas.
Phones a«35. ***->3-5. -»37. «38,

Established 1867
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of profits over three and one-half per cent, go to the imperial treasury.
Besides that the government taxes the note issues beyond a certain
figure.
There is a provision in the law forbidding other banks quoting a
rate of discount which is more than one per cent, below the Reichsbank's official rate.
Not as Yet Subject to Government Examination
Although there is an exhaustive imperial law dealing with the
charter and business of the Reichsbank, the credit or ordinary banks
are organized as in France under the General Companies Act, and they
can within certain limits prescribe their own systems of administration
and management. Interviewed in 1909 by the sub-committee of the
Washington National Monetary Commission, one of the directors of
the Deutsche Bank stated that although there had been considerable
agitation in the press demanding that the government appoint a commission to aiklit the banks of the empire, the banks as yet were not
subject to any examination by government.
In the case of the Deutsche Bank, which is the largest of the German large banks, the stock is held principally in Germany, but also in
England, France, Austria and other countries. The stockholders of
this bank meet annually and elct a bqard of supervisors to serve four
years, one-quarter of its members retiring each year. This board then
proceeds to appoint a committee of from three to seven members, which
meets monthly. The whole board meets quarterly, or oftener, if required on special occasions. It elects the president and vice-pdesident
of the bank, and appoints the directors -of the bank who have charge
of the active management. The president and directors in this case
would therefore correspond in large degree to the general managers
and other heads of executive departments in Canada. Several of the
directors are required to be present at the monthly meetings of the
committee, at which the transactions of the bank are reviewed. They,
the directors, are required also to report to the full board.
The Deutsche Bank has from forty to fifty men who travel from
branch to branch auditing the accounts and supervising the business.
This of course corresponds to the system of internal inspection as practised in Canada. Judging by the size of the inspection force, one might
suppose that the great German banks cover more details in the inspection of the branches than is the case in the Dominion.
Dresdner Bank is Known in Canada
The Dresdner Bank, which will be remembered in Canada in connection with ifs investments in Sovereign Bank stock, is organized in
practically the same manner as the Deutsche Bank. The general body
of stockholders elects a board of supervisors consisting of thirty-six
members, one-quarter of the number retiring each year, but eligible for
re-election. The board elects the president and vice-presidnt and appoints the directors who are to have the active management.
—
The Monetary Times.

VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE NOTICE that I, Archibald Paterson, of Vancouver, B.C., occupation Gentleman, intends to apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a post planted about two miles
west from the western extremity of Nahlouza
Lake, marked S. E. Corner, thence north 80
chains; west 80 chains; south 80 chains; east
80 chains; to point of commencement, containing 640 acres, more or less.
Dated 13th October, 1912.
ARCHIBALD PATERSON.
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
jan. 4

VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that Hubert Lee Harris, of
Bella Coola, B.C., occupation prospector, intends to apply for permission to purchase
the following described lands:—Commencing
at a post planted about three miles distant
and in a north-westerly direction from the
north-western extremity of Sigutla Lake,
marked South-west Corner, thence north 80
chains, east 80 chains, south 80 chains, west
80 chains to point of commencement, containing 640 acres, more or less.
Dated 20th August, 1912.
HUBERT LEE HARRIS,
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
Jan. 4

VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I, John Friers, of Vancouver, B.C., occupation Baker, intends to
apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a
post planted about 5 miles distant and in a
north-westerly direction from the north-western extremity of Sigutla Lake, marked S. W.
corner, thence north 80 chains, east 80 cliains,
soutli 80 chains, west 80 chains, to point of
commencement, containing 640 acres, more or
less.
Dated 21st August, 1912.
JOHN FRIERS.
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
Jan. 4

VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I, Manley E. Marsh, of
Vancouver, B. C, occupation Mason, intends
to apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a
post planted about two miles distant and in
a westerly direction from the Western extremity of Kwalcho Lake, marked N. W. Corner, thence soutii 80 chains, east 80 chains,
north 80 chains, west 80 chains to point of
commencement, containing 640 acres, more or
less.
Dated 25th August, 1912.
MANLEY E. MARSH.
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
jan. 4

VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I. Albert Boyce, of Nanaimo, B.C., occupation Rancher, intends to
apply for_ permission t<*« purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a post
planted about six miles in a westerly direction
from the western extremity of Kwalcho Lake,
inarked N. E. corner, thence south 40 chains,
west 80 chains, nortli 40 chains, east 80 chains
to point of commencement, containing 320
acres, more or less.
Dated 25th August, 1912.
ALBERT BOYCE,
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
jan, 11
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that Thomas Bone of Luton,
England, occupation Postmaster, intends to
apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a
post planted about one mile east from the
north-western extremity of Sigutla Lake,
marked S. W. Corner, thence north 80 chains,
east 40 chains, south 80 chains, west 40
chains to point of commencement, containing
320 acres, more or less.
Dated 12th October, 1912.
THOMAS BONE,
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
jan. 4
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I, Alfred Hills, of Vancouver, B.C., occupation Laborer, intends to
apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a post
planted about one mile west and one mile
north' from the western extremity of Nahlouza
Lake, marked S. W. corner, thence north 80
chains, east 80 chains, south 80 chains, west
80 cliains to point of commencement, containing 640 acres, more or less.
Dated 13th October, 19:2.
ALFRED HILLS,
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
jan. 4

VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that Charley Don, of Vancouver, B.C., occupation Labourer, intends to
apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Comemncing at a
post planted about 7 miles in a westerly direction from the western extremity of Kwalcho
Lake, marked N. E. Corner, thence south 80
chains, west 80 chains, north 80 chains, east
80 chains, to point of commencement, containing 640 acres, more or less.
Dated 27th August, 1912.
CHARLEY DON,
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
jan. 4
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that Annie Charlotte Gadsden,
of Bella Coola, B.C., occupation Housewife,
intends to appiy for permission to purchase
the following described lands:—Commencing
at a post planted one mile distant and in a
north-westerly direction from the northwestern extremity of Sigutla Lake, marked S.
W. corner, thence north 80 chains, east 80
chains, south 80 chains, west 80 chains to
point of commencement, containing 640 acres,
more or less.
Dated 20th August, 1912.

ANNIE CHARLOTTE GADSDEN.
nov. 9

Percy Gadsden, Agent,
Jan. 4

VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I, Robert Bojrce, of
Vancouver, B.C., occupation Rancher, intends
to apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:*—Commencing at a
post planted about 6 miles distant and in a
north-westerly direction from the northwestern extremity of Sigutla Lake, marked
S. W. Corner, thence north 80 chains, east
80 chains, south 80 chains, west 80 chains
to point of commencement, containing 640
acres, more or less.
Dated 21st August, 1912.
ROBERT BOYCE.
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
jan. 4

VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I, George Brinkley, of
Vancouver, B.C., occupation Bricklayer, intends to apply for permission to purchase
the following described lands:—Commencing
at a post planted at the western extremity
of Nahlouza Lake, marked N*. E. Corner,
thence soutii 80 chains, west 80 chains, north
80 chains, east 80 chains to point of commencement, containing 640 acres, more or less.
Dated 12th October, 1912.
GEORGE BRINKLEY,
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
ian.4
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that Robert Beveridge, of
Vancouver, B.C., occupation Miner, intends
to apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a
post planted at the western extremity of
Nahlouza Lake, marked S. E. Corner, thence
north 80 chains, west 80 chains, south 80
chains, east 80 chains to point of commencement, containing 640 acres, more or less.
Dated 12th October, 1912.
ROBERT BEVERIDGE,
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
Jan. 4
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I, Edward Smith, of
Vancouver, B.C., occupation Laborer, intends
to apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a
post planted on the nortli shore of Nahlouza
Lake, marked S. E. Corner, thence north 80
cliains, west 80 chains, south 80 chains, east
80 chains to point of commencement, containing 640 acres, more or less.
Dated 12th October, 1912.
EDWARD SMITH.
Percy Gadsden, Agent.
nov. 9
Jan. 4
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that Frederick Dodds, of Vancouver, B.C., occupation Laborer, intends to
apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a post
planted about 8 miles in a westerly direction
from the western extremity of Kwalcho Lake,
marked N. E. corner, thence south 40 chains,
west 80 chains, north 40 chains, east 80 chains
to point of commencement, containing 320
acres, more or less.
<* Dated 27th August, 1912.
FREDERICK DODDS,
Percy Gadsden, Agent.
nov. 9
Jan. 11
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I, Robert J. Baxter, of
Vancouver, B. C, occupation Gentleman, intends to apply for permission to purchase
the following described lands:—Commencing
at a post planted two miles west from the
western extremity of Nahlouza Lake, marked
N. E. corner, tiience south 80 chains, west
80 chains, north 80 chains, east 80 chains to
point of commencement, containing 640 acres,
more or less.
Dated 13th October, 1912.
ROBERT J. BAXTER.
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
Jan. 4
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that I, Mark Smith, of Vancouver, B.C., occupation Laborer, intends to
apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a
post planted on the north shore of Nahlouza
Lake, marked S. W. Corner, thence .north
80 chains, east 80 chains, south 80 chains,
west 80 chains to point of commencement,
containing 640 acres, more or less.
Dated 12th August, 1912.
MARK SMITH.
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
Jan. 4
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The Most Useful Gift
of All
As well as the most acceptable in a vast majority of instances is
assuredly an—

ELECTRIC IRON
They never wear out, and are a constant source of comfort to the
user. Besides, the initial cost is very low, while the consumption
of current is quite infinitesimal.

B. C. Electric Railway Company, Ltd.
Light and Power Department

Telephone 1609
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ROYAL DOUKHOBOR COMMISSION
Official Synopsis of the Commissioner's Report Authorized to be Published by the British Columbia Government
The following are the general findings and recommendations contained
in the report w'hich has just been
made to His Honor the LieutenantGovernor-in-Council by Mr. William
Blakemore, of this city, who was on
August 15 last appointed a Royal
Commissioner under the Public Inquiries Act to investigate all matters
pertaining to the sect of Doukhobors
in British Columbia.
General Findings
"1, That the Doukhobors are desirable settlers from the standpoint of
their personal character, farming skill,
devotion to agriculture and general industry.
"2. That this investigation has failed to establish any valid ob:ection to
them except their refusal to comply
with the registration laws and
Schools Act.
"3. That there is no evidence of
customs! or practices of any kind detrimental to the general well-beTg of a
community.
"4. That such minor objections as
have been raised should not be allowed to weigh against their many pood
features and especially against their
qualifications as agriculturist-:.
"5. That their refusal to comply
with the registration laws and Schools
Act is based upon their religious beliefs and conscientious scruples, and
their attitude is genuine.
"6. That there is sufficient evidence
to justify the conclusion that their
views will be modified as they become
better acquainted with the true character of our institutions.
"7. That the head of the Doukhobor
Community, Peter Veregin, has sufficient influence and authority ti bring
about full compliance with th«.e laws,
if not at once, at any rate within a
reasonable time.
"8. That there is reason to believe
that the Doukhobors have to some extent been kept in the dark as to their
obligations under certain Canadian
laws.
"9. That they have imbibed the impression that as long as they did not
become naturalized British subjects
they would not be called upon to obey
certain laws.
"10. That they have been taught
that in coming to British Columbia
and acquiring their land by purchase
from individuals they would not be
under the same obligation to obey the
laws as in Saskatchewan, where they
acquired their land from the Government.
"11, That punishment by imprisonment fails of its effects in their case
because they regard it as persecution,
and they are the more inclined to this
view because a spirit of distrust has
been developed in them in consequence of the persecution to which
they have been subjected for more
than three hundred years.
Recommendations
"A. That having regard to the sincerity of the members of the Doukhobor Community in their opposition
to the registration laws and the
Schools Act, and bearing in mind
their strong religious views, their
honesty of purpose and their ingrained obstinacy, no drastic steps should
be taken to force their immediate
compliance, but that suitable representations be made to Peter Veregin,
their head, of the determination of
the Government to insist on compliance, and, meanwhile if it is found
necessary to resort to prosecution and
conviction ensues, it is desirable that
the punishment should take the form
of fines rather than imprisonment, as
the imposition of fines would be more
effective and would bring the matter
home to the parties directly responsible—the leaders.
"B. That all the conditions would
appear to justify the Government in
adopting a policy of patience with the
people and putting pressure on their
leaders.

"C. That with respect to the registration of births, deaths and marriages, a responsible member of the
Doukhobor Community might be appointed sub-registrar. This would facilitate registration on the spot and
prompt
communication with the
Chief Registrar of the district.
"D. That with respect to the Public
Schools Act, compliance should be insifted on, and in order to give the
Doukhobors confidence and secure
their sympathy, some working arrangement might be made under
which Russian teachers could be employed in conjunction with Canadian
teachers, and the curriculum modified

nesses were examined, all on oath, except the Doukhobors, who do not take
an* oath, but who affirmed "on the
word of a Doukhobor."
Throughout the inquiry the Community Doukhobors were represented
by tlieir counsel, Mr. A. M. Johnson,
of Nelson, and the non-Community
Doukhobors, feeling that they were
at a disadvantage through not having
a counsel, made application to the
Court, with the result that the Government authorized the appointment
of Mr. F. C. Moffat, of Nelson, who
thereafter represented the non-Community Doukhobors. This request,
although unusual, was granted in order that all classes of Doukhobors in-

Visited Saskatchewan
During the course of the investigation in British Columbia it was found
that the internal economy of the local
settlement was so wrapped up with
that of the settlements in Saskatchewan that it would be impossible to
make a complete and intelligent report without studying the conditions
in that Province, especially as the
property interests in British Columbia
were derived from prior holdings
there. Although under the powers of
the Commission no legal investigation
could be held outside British Columbia, it was deemed necessary to visit
the Saskatchewan settlements and to
secure such information #as would
throw light on some of the problems
which had already presented themselves in British Columbia. Accordingly several weeks were spent in the
Prairie Provinces, and the towns of
Yorkton, Prince Albert, Buchanan and
Veregin. were visited.
The result of this inquiry was exceedingly satisfactory, as it enabled
the Commissioner to obtain all the information required affecting the Community organization and management
and its property interests, as well as
to learn on the spot the manner in
which the Doukhobors had conducted
themselves and their business during
the thirteen years they had spent in
Saskatchewan.
Acknowledgments
In this connection, acknowledgment is made to the very valuable assistance rendered to the Commissioner by Dr. T. A. Patrick, of Yorkton, and Mr. Robert Buchanan, of
Buchanan.
In concluding the preface, the Commissioner acknowledges the great
readiness with which the Doukhobors
and their leaders, both in British Columbia and Saskatchewan, furnished
all information asked for, even to the
extent of placing their private books
and statement of accounts in his
hands. They also showed him the utmost personal kindness all the time.
In this connection he accords special
thanks to Mr. Peter Veregin, the head
of the Community. Mr. J. W. Sherbinin, business manager in British
Columbia, and Mr. Michael W. Cazakoff, business manager in Saskatchewan,
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so as to include only elementary subjects.
"E. That having regard to the very
extensive and important interests,
represented by the Doukhobors in
this Province, it would be good policy
to appoint a permanent Doukhobor
agent on somewhat similar lines to
the Indian agents.
"F. That it is in the best interests
of the country that the Ortler-inCouncil granting exemption from
military service should be cancelled.
"G. That it is not desirable that any
more Doukhobors should be admitted
to Canada except with the clear understanding that no exceptions of any
kind will be allowed in thc matter of
the observance of laws."

terested might be satisfied with the
fairness of the inquiry.

Attitude of Grand Forks
After the first public sitting in
Grand Forks, where the greatest opposition to the Doukhobors had originated, a request was preferred by a
number of leading citizens that the
inquiry should be adjourned to give
them an opportunity to procure ihe
assistance of counsel. When the sittings were resumed, Mr. Sutton appeared on the instructions of a Citizens' Committee to represent the people of Grand Forks, but after a short
hearing he retired from the case, expressing himself as satisfied with the
thoroughness of thc investigation, and
handing in a written statement of the
objections which his clients had to
Report Is Voluminous
the Doukhobors. This statement is
The report is voluminous, consist- appended to the evidence and forms
ing of five bound volumes. The first, the subject of comment in the report.
the report proper, consists of 183
Inspected All Settlements
pages of typewritten matter, aggregating over 50,000 words. Volumes 2, In addition to the public sittings
3 and 4 contain a verbatim report of the Commissioner made a personal inall the evidence, occupying upwards spection and examination of all the
of 1000 pages, and Volume 5 contains Doukhobor settlements in British Cophotographs of leading members of lumbia, and, at the request of the
the Doukhobor Community and views leaders, held an all-day session in thc
of the various settlements, intended settlement of Brilliant, at which upto illustrate the report and also to wards of one thousand Doukhobors
show the system of cultivation and assembled. At this session a lengthy
development adopted. After reciting discussion of the various points at isthe commission the report is prefaced sue took place, but the Commissioner
by an introduction stating that four was not successful in securing any unmonths' continuous work was requir- dertaking that the Community would
ed to comply with its instructions. abandon its attitude of hostility to thc
Public sittings were held at Nelson, registration laws and the Public
Grand Forks and Trail, and uo wit- Schools Act.

Origin and History of Doukhobors
For convenience of reference, the
report is indexed and divided into four
books and thirteen chapters. Book 1
deals with the Doukhobors, their origin and history, their persecutions in
Russia, their exodus to Canada, settlement in Saskatchewan, experiences
for thirteen years, and their removal
to British Columbia. Book 2 deals
with the communal system, its organization and land tenure, the habits,
customs and practice of the Doukhobors, their religious, moral and intellectual life and their trading and business relations. Book 3 is devoted to
a study of the personality, character
and history of thc Doukhobor leader,
Peter Veregin. Book 4 is practically
a summary of the report and is devoted to a consideration of the objections raised to thc Doukhobors, together with the findings and recommendations of the Commissioner.
The report is a complete compendium of the history, beliefs and attitude of this remarkable people. It
traces their historic origin to the
"Cossacks of the Don," although the
Doukhobors themselves claim to be
descended from the three Hebrew
children, Shadrach, Moshach and
Abcd-Nego, who passed through the
fiery furnace unharmed. Thc report,
whilst referring to the fact that they
have been subjected to persecution in
Russia for upwards of three hundred
years, first because of their dissent
from the Greek Orthodox Church, and
then because of their opposition to
military service, takes up their history
at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, at which time they were resi-

dent in the Crimea, in a colony known
as the Milky Waters. They were
banished to this section of Russia by
Czar Alexander I. about the year 1800.
In 1807 they came into violent collision with the Government by making
a determined stand against military
service, throwing down their arms in
the first Turkish War and refusing to
fight.
Visited by Czar Alexander I.
Alexander I. had considerable sympathy with them, visited them in their
settlement and later attended a Quaker meeting in London, where the
wrongs of the Russian Doukhobors
were considered. He subsequently
continued to befriend them, but his
successor, Nicholas I., was just as
harsh and cruel as Alexander had
been sympathetic, and, listening to
the dictates of the high ecclesiastics
of the Greek Orthodox Church, he
promulgated a decree in 1826, transplanting t!he Milky Waters colony
from the Crimea to the Caucasus, in
order to disperse the "obnoxious sect,'
and, although there was some delay in
carrying it out, still in 1841 effect was
given to this iniquitous decree. This
dispersion lasted four years; twelve
thousand Doukhobors were deported
from a flourishing farming district to
a rough, uncultivated, almost sterile
country, and a rigorous climate. Their
whole property, acquired by l'ong
years of toil, was sold for almost
nothing, the houses abandoned and
the fields given up.
"On parting from the land, which
for so many years had fed them, the
Doukhobor women knelt and pressed
to her their breasts; they kissed her
and sobbed through their hands to
heaven and sang mournnful psalms.
But the earth to which they pressed
their breasts and the men who should
have heard them all remained deaf to
their sorrow."
This people, who up to this time
were wealthy, were now removed to
the Persian frontier, where they were
continually subjected* to robbery at
the hands of the Tartars. They continued to reside in the Caucasus until
their removal to Canada in 1898-1899.
During the whole of their residence
there they were in constant conflict
with the Government.
After the
death of Nicholas I. his successor,
Alexander II., following the example
of his namesake, showed them great
consideration; but Alexander III. adopted a most reactionary policy,
everywhere he curtailed the liberty
of his subjects, suppressed education
and stifled the press, all of which
meant fiercer prosecution for the
Doukhobors. The great famine of
1890 which ravaged every part of Russia and brought twenty million people
to the verge of starvation, was bitterly felt by the Doukhobors. Their
colony had now increased to twenty
thousand ahd had become fairly prosperous, in spite of thc very adverse
conditions with which it had had to
contend.
In 1886 a split occurred in the community. On the death of Lukeyra
Vasylyvna Kalmykova, Peter Veregin,
who had been appointed leader, wa.''
opposed for that position hy a brother
of his predecessor. This brother, by
dint of securing the aid of representatives of the Greek Orthodox Church,
and, it .:•> openly alleged, by bribing
representatives of the Russian Government, brought about, on a charge
of rebellion, the trial of Peter Veregin. This charge was based on his
inciting the people to refuse to bear
arms. For the moment his enemies
triumphed and he received a sentence
of banishment. He was exiled first
to Archangel and afterwards to the
Province of Tobolsk, in Siberia. On
his removal from the former to the
latter he was visited in the piilili._'at
Moscow hy Count Leo ToffsWf,' Mirf1
from that day on •Wc.W6*°Fikrt!l,.i
friend of Vcre^lli's''laliV-_r(lfii(in^dW8i
advocate _. t1fi?'DoMWfifcWy.cl" olf * mjl

II
Veregin in Siberia
From 1886 to 1898, whilst Veregin
was in Siberia and the nominal head
of the community, communication
was maintained with him by relays
of sleighs, which travelled over the
snow for 2000 miles. From his prison
in exile 'he dictated the policy of his
people and directed their movements.
Persecution continued. At one time
it would be representatives of the
church who -would initiate proceedings against them; then officers of
the Government, and at other times
the marauding and raiding Tartars.
Matters came to a climax on the night
of June 28, 1896, when, in obedience
to the command of Veregin, the
Doukhobors throughout the whole of
their settlement made a great public
burning of their arms, which brought
about a collision with the soldiery and
cruel treatment at the hands of the
Cossacks. After this the Doukhobors
were expelled from the villages, scattered throughout the land, and deprived of their property.
These cruelties led Count Tolstoi to
write a powerful letter to The London Times, which resulted in the commencement of a project among the
Quakers in England and America for
removing the Doukhobors from Russia. Veregin himself made, a personal appeal to the Dowager Empress Alexandra, and with the assistance of influential Quakers in London and Prince Hilkov in Russia, the
Government was induced to yield, and
in* 1898 negotiations were concluded
with the Canadian Government by
Mr, Aylmer Maude and Prince Hilkov which resulted . in their extradition.
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1899. On this occasion several hundred Doukhobors were induced* by a
fanatic to abandon their homes and
marched out unclothed across the
snowy prairies on a religious pilgrimage in quest of Christ. It was a
purely fanatical proceeding, indulged
by a very small number and condemned by the vast majority of the
community; but it was taken as a representative act, which it was not, and
has never since been repeated, nor is
•it likely to be.
By this time the Canadian Government had begun to be afraid that
there might be serious trouble with
the Doukhobors. The vagaries in
which the few indulged was taken
to indicate the possibility that thc
whole 7000 might resort to similar
practices. Consequently negotiations
were opened with the Russian Government to liberate Peter Veregin
from his exile in Siberia before the
expiration of his term of imprisonment. The same high authorities
again lent their assistance, and he
was liberated and arrived in Canada
in 1900, at once assuming control of
the community. From this time on
there were no further troubles of
the kind which had been so embar-

their homestead, but were allowed to the separate villagers themselves.
settle on fifteen acres of land for each During the year ending August 31,
1912, the total income of the Central
member of a family.
Community fund was $342,099, and
Split in Community
the total expenditure for the year
Then came a serious split in the $375,ooo. The books of the CommunCommunity. Upwards of one thou- ity are well kept. There is a ledger
sand accepted the offer of the Gov- account for every individual, showing
ernment, took their homestead of 160 his contribution to the Central fund,
acres, left the Doukhobor community, and a ledger account for each village
made individual entries, and became showing its dealings with the Central
naturalized British subjects.
fund.
This was a serious blow to the The Central Fund is administered
Doukhobor Community and to its under the direction of Peter Veregin
leader. It meant not only the break- and the management of Michael Cazaing away from communal life, but the koff for the benefit of the whole comestablishment of the idea of indivi- munity and really represents the comdual holdings, a thing unknown in munal property. The village properRussia and inconceivable to Douk- ty, following the traditional custom
hobor minds until it was demonstrat- of the Russian, "Mir," belongs to
ed in Canada. From this moment each individual village and is managmay be said to date the determina- ed by a village committee. Each
tion of Peter Veregin to move the adult man in the village contributes
Community to some other Province an annual levy of $200 to the Central
where conditions would* be more fa- Fund; from this fund all Community
vourable for continuing the Commun- lands have been purchased and by its
ity life and less subject to the dis- means the exodus of the Doukhobors
integrating influences which had now into British Columbia and their esbegun to operate in Saskatchewan. tablishment in their new home was
For not only was the Community financed. The cost of transportation
weakened by the defection of the and re-settling was in the neighbourthousand Doukhobors* who establish- hood of $200,000.

Settled in Saskatchewan
They settled in Saskatchewan amid
very unfavourable surroundings. They
had no money; they arrived at a bad
time of the year, for the winter lay
just in front of them; they were unprepared for the rigorous weather of
the prairies and they were without
their leader. No wonder that for a
time they were discouraged and lost
heart. But for additional emergency
contributions from the Society of
Friends in Philadelphia and New
York and the timely assistance of
the Government, many of them would
have starved to death. But they never
lost heart.
Lacking horses and
teams, the women turned to and
hauled the plough and scattered the
seed, while their husbands and sons
went out to work on railway construction to earn a few dollars.
Much has been made of the fact
that the women undertook such unwomanly labour, and the circumstance has been commented upon to
. their disadvantage, but in justice to
them it should be remembered that
they only did it in the early days of
their settlement, at a time when starvation stared them in the face and
theie were no other means available
foi cultivating the land, and ensuring
food for the next season.
The Fanatical Pilgrimage
Another circumstance which has
done much to bring the Doukhobors
into disrepute and to create a wrong
impression about them was the unfortunate "pilgrimage" near Yorkton in

In addition to land clearing and cultivation, water works and electric
light systems have been established
at Brilliant, saw mills have been
erected on all the settlements, a very
successful brick works plant is in operation at Grand Forks, and a jam
factory has been purchased from the
Kootenay Preserving Company at
Nelson and is being operated. The
evidence goes to show that in all their
business relations the Doukhobors
have been found satisfactory. The
largest wholesalers and the leading
banks are glad to do business with
them, and no more favourable testimony could be desired than that furnished by Mr. Patrick Burns, head of
the well-known firm of P. Burns &
Co., and Mr. J. S. C. Fraser, for many
years manager of the Bank of Montreal at Rossland.
General Objections Raised During
the Enquiry
The bulk of the evidence given
during the investigation is favourable.
The adverse evidence may be briefly
summarized as follows. Objections by
independent Doukhobors who have
left the Community that they could
not obtain medical attendance, that
they were tired of the restrictions of
communal life, and that since leaving
they had been, unable to obtain a settlement for their share of the Community property.

Agreement With Canadian
Government
On October 5, 1898, the Minister of
the Interior signed an agreement under which (1) those responsible for
the immigration were to receive the
usual bonus of $5 per adult, children
counting half; (2) a free grant of
$1.50 for each man, woman and child
settled, towards organization and
transportation expenses; (3) the use
of the immigration halls in Manitoba
and the Northwest Territory during
the winter months. In addition, an
order-in-council was passed granting
the Doukhobors immunity from military service. This order was dated
December 6, 1898, and has not been
rescinded.
The Society of Friends in England
raised $80,000, and those in Philadelphia somewhere in the neighbourhood
of $40,000. In addition, Count Tolstoi
himself donated $17,000 from the sale
of his works and other friends contributed smaller amounts. The whole
of this money was used in transporting the Doukhobors from Russia to
Canada.

at the date of the report they had purchased a total of 14,403 acres at a cost
of $646,017 and had established four
large settlements at Brilliant, Glade,
Pass Creek and Grand Forks. The
photographs accompanying the report
show a remarkable degree of land
clearing and cultivation, and it is the
opinion of the managers that cultivation has reached such a stage that
from now on the Community will be
self-supporting.

A GROUP OF DOUKHOBOR WOMEN
rassing to the Government. The
Doukhobors settled seriously to the
business of farming; they built
houses, made their own furniture,
poured all their wealth as fast as it
accumulated, whether produced on
the land or whether produced on the
outside, into the community treasury,
and became prosperous and contented.
Public Sentiment Aroused
Then a cloud appeared on the horizon. Public opinion through Canada
had been aroused by their peculiar
practices, had investigated the conditions of their admission, and had
clearly indicated disapproval of the
exemption from military service and
the persistent refusal of the Doukhobors to become naturalized British
subjects. They had always maintained that they would not become
naturalized; they would not become
the citizens of any country, but remain citizens of the world.
Mr. Frank Oliver, the new Minister
of the Interior, who had succeeded
Mr. Sifton, plainly told Peter Veregin that the Doukhobors would have
to become naturalized. They refused.
Meanwhile, to add to the complication, there had been a lot of trouble
about Homestead entries.
Peter
Veregin had entered for a large number "en bloc." The Government insisted that individual entries should
be made, as required by the Dominion
Land Laws. The upshot was that
after a long and acrimonous dispute
a land commissioner was appointed,
gross irregularities in the Homestead
entries were discovered; all entries
were cancelled, and all Doukhobors
who refused to become naturalized
British subjects were deprived of

ed individual ownership, but a few
others left, having enriched themselves at the expense of the Community and having proved faithless to
their Community vows. All this happened about five years ago, and a
year and a half later Peter Veregin
had secured, by private purchase, his
first land holdings in British Columbia and had moved the first instalments, two thousand of his people.
Good Opinion of Their Neighbors
It is interesting at this point to note
that the people of Saskatchewan have
long since forgotten or overlooked
the peculiarities of the new-comers of
1898. The Commissioner found no
difference of opinion whatever among
Canadian farmers and residents as to
the high personal character, the kindness, hospitality, docility and peaceable nature of the Doukhobors, and
there was a general chorus of regret when it was known that they
were moving away. Of the eight
thousand at one time resident in
Saskatchewan five thousand and seven
hundred have been transferred to
British Columbia, and it is anticipated
that most of the others will also come
here. It may be interesting to give a
complete census of Doukhobors in
British Columbia up to October 22,
1912: (See table at foot of report).

Trek to British Columbia
Thus at the end of little more than
one decade this people once more had
to face another long "trek," with the
same accompanying conditions as signalized their departure from the land
of their birth and persecution. In each
case it meant abandoning home and
land, without compensation. It was a
strange sight; the conjunction of this
world-old people of strong and rugged frames, with child at breast and
burden on back, with sturdy women
and sturdier men collecting a few
household goods, lingering about the
station platform of a new world for
many hours in the drizzling rain, then
packed with the utmost discomfort into the colonist cars of a long train
and whirled away a thousand miles
to their new destination. No wonder
that there were many tears and much
distress, for, after all, home is home,
and the joys and sorrows of one de
cade may consecrate it.

Once again at the bidding of their
leader they were going out to a land
which they knew not, except that the
spies had brought a good report.
While those who read this report
know that so far as material conditions and surroundings are concerned
they were going to a more congenial
clime and to better prospects, it was
impossible to suppress a feeling of
Their Material Wealth
profound sympathy for a people so
As evidence of the material wealth often and so sorely tried.
accumulated by the Doukhobors during their residence in Saskatchewan it The Doukhobors in This Province
may be stated that the balance sheet Chapter V. dealing with the Doukof the Community dated August 13, hobors in British Columbia, is a
1912, shows total assets of $332,300. lengthy one. It tells how they first
This included 12,500 acres of land, acquired a few hundred acres of land
which the Community has purchased on the banks of the Columbia River,
from private owners. The valuation near the old Waterloo gold mine, and
does not include property owned by how this process has continued until

The first complaint has some foundation, for there is no doubt that the
leaders discouraged medical attendance, having no confidence in medical
men, and teaching and believing that
they can themselves nurse the sick.
The second ground of complaint
calls for no comment because the
Community imposes no obstacle in
the way of a Doukhobor leaving if
he wishes.
The third has some foundation, but
the evidence shows that the books of
the company are so well kept that
there is no difficulty in ascertaining
what personal earnings (for that is
the only personal property a Doukhobor can have) each member or family
has contributed to the Community
funds, and therefore no difficulty in
ascertaining what he is entitled to receive on leaving. Some have been
paid; Peter Veregin announced during the enquiry that all would be
paid when the Community was in a
position to spare the money, which
at present he required to complete
payments for land and to meet other
obligations which had been incurred
in the common interest. There were
only two or three men who had left
the Community who were not satisfied with this promise. Most of them
expressed their belief that Peter Veregin would keep his word.
Objections by Grand Forks Citizens
Other objections were put forward
by the Grand Forks citizens. First,
that the Doukhobors by reason of
their large land holdings would
swamp the community. The report
does not agree with this conclusion,
pointing out that their total holdings
form a very small percentage of the
available fruit land in the Grand Forks
district, also that it is not now possible to bring in many more Doukhobors to British Columbia, as there
are only about 2500 left in Saskatchewan. The total number of Doukhobors in the Grand Forks district is
upwards of seven hundred.
Second, that it is objectionable that
any sect living within our borders
should be allowed to subordinate the
laws of the Province to their own religious beliefs. This is conceded, arid,
indeed, the work of the Commission
was designed to secure the best
means of bringing about compliance
with these laws, and on this point certain definite recommendations are
made.
Third, objections to the peculiar
marriage ceremony of the Doukhobors, and fear that it led to immorality. On this point the report is very
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clear, that no evidence was adduced
or could be unearthed which would
sustain the objection.
Fourth, it was objected that the
presence of Doukhobors would tend
to keep out desirable settlers, to retard development and to depreciate
land values. On this point the report
is emphatic that many large propertyowners with fruit-land
adjoining
those of the Doukhobors, and some
of them living on their own land, disagreed with these views, and maintained that the object lesson afforded
by the splendid system of cultivation
and the results achieved by the Doukhobors more than outweighed any
disadvantages. It is also pointed out
that during the investigation, and
since, real estate values in Grand
Forks have continued td advance.
The Root of the Trouble
The unfortunate failure of the
Doukhobors to comply with the registration laws and the Schools Act
has been at the root of all the trouble that has arisen with them in this
Province. To understand this it is
necessary to study their religious beliefs, which lie at the root of all the
opposition. These are dealt with at
great length in an entire chapter,
showing briefly that calling themselves "Spirit-Wrestlers," they claim
to be followers of Christ, accepting
no teaching but his, passing it on by
word of mouth from generation to
generation, using no books and interpreting Christ's injunctions literally.
The Community as a whole is most
devout and has shown in numerous
written statements presented to the
Commissioner.and attached as appendices to the report that they disclaim
belief in any form of Government,
acknowledging only the Deity.
Character of Community
They do not quarrel, fight or commit crime; they do not believe in violence, nor will they resort to it; they
preach and practise the simple life;
their great fear of education is that it
will have the same effect on their children as they claim it does on Canadian children, to make them discontented with life on the farm and lure
them to other occupations in the city.
They say that God gave life and God
takes it away; therefore it is an impertinence for a man or the law to
interfere; they say that a marriage
contract concerns no one but the two
parties interested, and while they
urge its inviolability, there have been
instances in which re-marriage has
been allowed in the interests of communal life during the lifetime of the
parties. But there is nothing to show
that on the whole the standard of
morality is lowered by these considerations.

Those who have known him longest
and best regard his control and domination as absolute and claim that in
respect of the Canadian laws which
are now being set at defiance by the
Doukhobors, his personal authority, if
exercised, would be sufficient to insure compliance. Without going this
far, the report of the Commissioner
clearly indicates at any rate a partial
belief in this view to which he gives
effect in his recommendations.

unique knowledge of the Doukhobors
their history, their beliefs, and their
character, a business ability and a
technical knowledge of everything
connected with land and farming of
such a remarkable order as to insure
prosperity and comfort for all the
people under his control if they can be
brought to such a compliance with
the laws of the country as will admit
of his plans being carried out."

Disaffection
There is another phase of the subject to be considered. The considerable defections from the Community
A Born Leader of Men
in Saskatchewan and the minor ones
He is described as a big man in which have already taken place in
every sense of the word; the history British Columbia furnish some ground
and traditions of his people; his own for supposing that the leader's grip
sufferings, his contact with great men is not as strong as it was, and that
have been his education. He inherits disintegrating influences at work are
Favourable Testimony by Leading the characteristics of his race, among
surely but slowly gaining the upper
Citizens
which are strong reasoning capacity, hand. Some support for this view is
The other objection based on the diplomatic skill and subtlety. The found in the fact that Peter Veregin
trading customs of the Doukhobors greatest tribute to his ability is the had to discipline some of his followwas to the effect that, owing to their manner in which he has for thirteen ers in Saskatchewan in a somewhat
large numbers and their control of so years been able with comparative sucremarkable manner only a few
much labor they might swamp the cess to hold his people together in the
months ago. And again during the
fruit industry of the Kootenay. This midst of an environment entirely alien
Commissioner's visit to Brilliant some
to
their
ideas,
their
cherished
beliefs,
view is not entertained by the largest,
fruit-growers. It was combatted by and their ambitions. In the freest of the older and more orthodox Doukthat well-known pioneer of the indus- country in the world, where individual hobors remarked that Peter Veregin
try, Mr. James Johnstone, of Nelson, feeling is the keynote, he still holds was becoming too friendly with the
for many years president of the.Koo- I six-sevenths of the original settlement Government.

Nerves and Punishment

ly have the same privilege as any
other trading company to do their
business with wholesalers. They
point out that this privilege is enjoyed universally by contractors and
other large firms. It is probable that
this objection will be entirely remov.ed by the statement that from their
first settlement in British Columbia
in 1909 to September of the present
year, out of the total purchased supplies amounting to $317,845, no less
than $225,421 had been purchased
from wholesalers in British Columbia, $75,360 from Eastern Canadian
wholesalers, and the somewhat inconsiderate amount of $17,063 from the
United States.
In the face of these figures it
seems impossible to argue that thc
Doukhobor is no good as a trader to
the Province in which he lives.

decessor, Lukerya Vaslyvna Kalmykova, to be her succesosr. How for
five years he acted as her regent; how
at her death threre was a split in the
Community, and he was exiled to Siberia. How Jie was recalled to quell
the troubles that had arisen in Canada.
He is described as a "benevolent
despot." Absolutely devoted to the
interests of the Doukhobors; at all
times plotting, planning and scheming to advance their cause; not enriching himself; ruling with a rod of
iron; exacting implicit obedience and
exercising rigid discipline.

DOUKHOBOR ASSEMBLY A T BRILLIANT—ON RIGHT OP COMMISSIONER, JOHN W. SHERBININ AND GEORGE VEREGIN
ON LEFT, JOHN KON-KIN (A SIBERIAN EXILE) AND JOHN ANDROSEFF

tenay Fruitgrowers' Association, and
also by .Mr. Raymond Hicks, the secretary of the Association. These witnesses claimed that the Doukhobors
had been of great advantage to the
fruitgrowers of the Kootenay, as they
had furnished labourers to pick their
fruit, had made contracts at a. very
satisfactory price, and had been large
purchasers for consumption in their
jam factory. It was held that there
was much more danger from American competition than from the Doukhobors, and Mr. Sherbinin, the local
business manager of the Community,
assured the Commissioner that their
policy would be the same in British
Columbia as it has been in Saskatchewan, to market the produce of independent growers with their own
wherever it was offered to them.

Refuse Military Service
Stress must also be laid on this
fact, that in all their resistance to
law, registration in Russia was made
use of to trace the young men, and
enforce military service, and as resistance to this is one of their fundamental principles they are afraid it may
have the same effect here. In his evidence in Nelson, Peter Veregin went
as far as to say that this was the most
potent factor in preventing them
from becoming naturalized British
subjects. They regard imprisonment
as persecution and as an outrage on
Handling B. C. Fruit
their religious beliefs, and this point
On
a
similar system they had maris dealt with specifically in the Comketed
grain
in Saskatchewan and semissioner's findings and recommendacured an advance of twenty-five per
tions.
cent, in the price against the GrainNo more eloquent testimony to the growers' Exchange. They would do
morality, kindliness and hospitality of the same with British Columbia fruit,
the Doukhobors could be found han and in order to eliminate the middlethat contained in the reply of Miss men's profits and bring the producer
Beulah Clark, who was for a few and consumer nearer together, they
months teacher at the Community had planned to build large wareSchool at Brilliant. She speaks of houses and cold storage plants
them in the highest possible terms; throughout the Prairie Provinces, to
greatly regretted the closing of the store the fruit. In confirmation of
school, and expressed herself as most this policy it is pointed out that since
anxious to return.
the close of the inquiry Mr. Teviotdale, the secretary of the Doukhobors'
Their Trading Relations
jam factory, has advertised in the
Some objections were raised to the Nelson paper for offers of fruit from
Doukhobors in their trading relations; independent growers, to be dealt with
the first that they did not trade with on these lines.
local retail stores. This is hardly
Peter Veregin
worth serious,consideration, because
the complaint is not strictly true, as The last chapter in the report is dethey do a limited amount of business voted to a careful study of the hiswith the retailers, but they take their tory, character and influence of the
stand upon the ground that, being leader of the Doukhobors, Peter Vethemselves a trading company with regin. This chapter goes back to the
7,000 people to provide for, they sure- time when he was selected by his pre-

in the thrall of community life, with
individuality extinguished except for
his own personal control. He is in
fact a "theocratic czar"; he inherits
not only the genius, but the capacity
for governing.
Attractive Personality
His personality is both attractive
and impressive. He is tall, broad,
muscular, massive, with a fine head,
great natural dignity of carriage and
the very atmosphere of strength. Yet,
like many such men, he has a remarkably gentle manner. He speaks in a
low tone of voice. His every mood is
marked by a natural courtesy and
simple dignity which would signal him
out for notice anywhere. His features
are regular and his skin of an olive
pallor. His hair and beard were jet
black, but are now streaked with iron
grey. His eyes are dark and thoughtful and in moments of excitement,
shine with hidden fire; his whole expression is that of a man who has
suffered much and has triumphed over
everything through the force of courage and confidence. His people yield
him the utmost deference and obedience, due, perhaps, not altogether to
his great personal endowments and
magnetism, but partly to their religious belief which invests him supernatural attributes.

Impending Change
But in any event it is hard to resist the conclusion that a man of such
great endowments, one who has travelled so far and seen so much and
who has been in Canada long enough
to study conditions and to observe
the character of our constitutional
government, must believe that it "is
impossible permanently to maintain a
communal system in its integrity in
our midst. That he has modified
some of his own persona! habits is
in itself a concession to this impending change.
The Deus et Machina
The final conclusion of the report
is that the real problem is not the
Doukhobors, but Peter Veregin.
"For through it all the figure of
Peter Veregin looms majestic and allpowerful. Whether or not he is losing
control as evidenced by the growing
dissatisfaction of the young men of
the Community, or whether the number of the disaffected is so few that
they cannot be regarded as representative, the fact remains that the Community affairs are in the hands of a
man who is well able to handle them,
who has achieved the most remarkable results, who is indeed a father to
his people, teaching, guiding and encouraging them, who combines with a
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A leading article in The Nation was
a very curious and striking illustration of the effect which the thought
of physical suffering has on some
minds. The article was from beginning to end a fervid lamentation, an
agonized wringing of hands, prompted by the consent w'hich the House
of Commons has given in the Criminal Law Amendment Bill to the use
of the lash for the punishment of
male procurers. The heart of the
writer of the article quailed and turned to water at the thought of the suffering of any man under the lash. His
nerves gave way. One might think
no more about the matter, for any
man's nerve may play him tricks now
and again, were it not that the exaggeration of the evils of physical pain,
and in some cases an entire inability
to face the thought of pain, have become habitual in a certain group of
thinkers. These mental conditions inform a large part of the creed that is
loosely called humanitarian. It is
characteristic of this creed to shrink
from the immediate spectacle of suffering, without any serious consideration for the ultimate and larger volume of suffering that the immediate
punishment is designed to prevent.
The humanitarian, similarly, cannot
tolerate the thought of allowing people to fight, even though most of the
principals in a quarrel may not mind
sacrificing themselves—are perhaps
actually burning to do so, like the
Bulgarians—and even though the
cause of one side may be the rescue
of thousands of innocent victims of
oppression. Similarly, again, humanitarians cannot bear the thought of
capital punishment; they see in imagination the haunted hours of the convict, the merciless pinioning, and the
grim final scene. It is well that they
should have pity. It would be infinitely better if they had more pity for
the victims of dastardly and pitiless
crimes. No sane person wants criminals to be hanged out of vindictiveness. We who approve of hanging do
so because it is a proved deterrent in
the case of men with criminal tendencies who need to be fortified by a
great dread against *he naturally unbridled elements of their character.
All lonely and unprotected people are
the potential victims of a murderer.
The humanitarians are philosophers,
but they ignore what is taught by all
respectable philosophies, that the ills
of the flesh are not the worst ills of
life.
The Nation says of the flogging
clause:
"If we had written on the matter a
fortnight ago, we should have said,
with confidence, that so gross an example of the spirit and temper of
reaction would not have gained a
score recruits from the party that still
holds the names of Romilly and
Mackintosh in honour. The glory of
the achievement rests wilh Mr. McKenna, and we do not suppose that
one of his colleagues will ever seek
to deprive him of one leaf of the
laurels that wreathe his brow. But if
he bears a special part in the destruction of an historic Liberal tradition,
the disgrace of Friday's hour of the
day rests also on the whole House of
Commons. If at this hour of the
day it is necessary to tell a Liberal
Parliament that torture is not a civilized form of punishment, we have
hardly succeeded in conveying one
breath of Liberal feeling from the
constituencies to the House of Commons."
Mr. McKenna no doubt will continue to hold his head up, conscious
that he has the honour of guiding
through the House of Commons the
most beneficial piece of legislation
(Continued on Page IV)
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A Close Shave
By Robert Adger Bowen
Blinky Maginnis lightly scaled the
wide wall, and dropped softly among
the rhododendron bushes on the
other side, listening. It was habitual with Blinky to listen. His trained
acuteness of hearing, no less than
his deftness of touch, was a professional asset.
Satisfied and assured, he crept forward stealthily toward the indistinct
mass of the old house. There were
lights in a lower room, and from
above, through closely-drawn shades,
a pallor shone, as though a shrouded
night-lamp burned dimly.
No cat could have sprung more
noiselessly to the low veranda than
did Blinky Maginnis. He paused
again, crouching in the shadow of
a rounded column. Through the
shuttered window from which the
inner glass doors were thrown back,
came the murmur of a voice. Blinky
crept nearer and looked in.
A man and a woman stood together in the centre of the room. A'
large table near them was strewn
with loose papers, other papers in
envelopes, papers docketed in boxes
that had been slid from their pigeonholes in some receptacle—a glance
about the room showed Blinky
whence—for a small steel safe with
wide open door revealed empty
spaces. Apparently the seekers had
found that for which they sought, for
in her hand the woman held* a folded
paper, while from another of similar
size the man was reading. Blinky,
his keen ears alert, caught the purport of the words.
The man ceased.
"You see," he said, folding up the
paper, and reaching out for that
which his companion held, "that
leaves all to me, while this"—
he opened the other paper—"dated a
year ago, leaves pretty nearly everything to this girk Now, if we could
be sure she doesn't know
"
"She doesn't. I've sounded her.
And she's as blind as a bat, anyway.
The more I know of her, the less
use I have for her. Give me the
thing!"
She held out her imperious hand,
the gleam of cupidity in her eyes perfectly intelligible to Blinky Maginnis.
"But suppose my brother doesn't
die to-night," said her partner, hesitating. "He has had these attacks before. He might send for these, and
he would find out! The fact that he
has never destroyed the first shows

"I'm afraid he is dying," she cried,
a tremor in her voice. "You wished
me to let you know. Will you come?"
The man and the woman exchanged
glances. The girl, moving behind
them, was too absorbed in her grief
to notice, but Blinky Maginnis saw,
and understood. His admiring eyes
watched the girl. He began to mutter. Blinky had a way of communing with himself which was not wise
at all times.
Something like a laugh followed his
mumblings. The shutter opened gently to his coaxing pressure, and he
stepped into the room, switching off
the electric lights. Again he laughed,
as if he were taking intense enjoyment in what he was about.
A moment later he was upon his
knees before the safe, his bull's-eye
playing over the exposed interior. He
found the two envelopes, and once
again, under his nimble fingers, they
exchanged contents. He replaced
them where he had found them, got
to his feet, and looked about.
Indistinct sounds came to him
from above, then the more definite
fall of steps in the hall beyond. He
started, the grin on his face vanishing with the snapping of the shutter
of the bull's-eye. In a single spurt
he reached the window, opened it, and
stepped out. As he did so, the lights
in the room were flashed on.
Peering through the slats, Blinky
saw the older woman hurriedly cross
the room toward the safe. Her motions were nervous, her hands shaking. Blinky Maginnis held his breath.
She found the wills, took them up,
and looked closely at the endorsements on their envelopes. Blinky
trembled lest she should open them
to give a final glance at their contents, but she did not. What she did
was to incline the packages more directly toward the light, select one,
then carefully place the other back in
the safe and close the door. And this
time she took thought to spring the
combination before she went to the
fire with the other envelope in her
hand. A moment, and the blaze of
its burning in the garish light of the
room threw a sickly reflection upon
the woman's bent figure.

Bliijky chuckled. The sight he had
witnessed gave him huge satisfaction.
A moment longer he lingered, to see
the man enter the room.
"He's gone!" he muttered.
"And it's_gonej" his wife said, facing him calmly. "We're rich, Jim!
And we've put that girl's nose out
of joint for good and all!"
Blinky's shoulders lifted and fell in
a spasm of silent mirth. Then he
stepped back from the window,
dropped lightly to the ground, and
"That he has some sense of justice stole away amid the shadows.
left. Why should this girl, because
she was engaged to his son, who is NERVES AND PUNISHMENT
dead, get what by rights should be
yours? It isn't even as if she had
(Continued from Page III)
been his wife."
She took the paper from him, at the which has been offered shelter by the
same time picking up from the table present Government. Mr. McKenna
the envelope containing the other knows that the offence which the lash
is intended to punish is one of the
will.
"Another man would have destroy- most cold and calculating offences
ed it," she exclaimed, "instead of against women which it is possible to
merely marking the envelope 'Void'; commit. If it were proposed to inbut your brother was always one of flict the lash for crimes of passion
those careful people who never get we might stand with The Nation, or
rid of anything. The envelope! It is nearly so. But it is not. The trade
as if he had meant to make things of the procurer is a strategy of mean
cunning, long thought out. The proeasy for you, Jim!"
They looked at each other, and the curer lives on the ruin of women,
without the excuse that he has yieldman's eyes shifted furtively. The
ed to a sudden overwhelming stroke
woman pondered.
of temptation. He is a coward. None
"If it were not for those little bebut a coward could carry on such a
quests, we might destroy both," she
despicable commerce. Being a cowremarked, "but I suppose that might ard he probably fears physical pain
be risky."
more than anything in the world.
He nodded.
When once he knows that the law
Deftly the woman exchanged the provides for flogging, and that the
papers in the envelopes, then went judges will administer the law, it will
over to the hearth, where a coal ure probably happen that there will be
burned low. Her companion, who very few candidates indeed for the
had begun restoring the other papers lash. That was the experience of the
to their places in the safe, halted her country in 1863, when flogging was
by a gesture.
inflicted for the prevalent offence of
"Why notr" she asked, straighten- garroting. We are well aware that
ing up.
humanitarians deny that garrotting
"Some one is coming," he whis- was brought to an end by flogging,
pered. He seized the packages from but their opinion is in contradiction
her, and thrust them into the safe. of that of the judges who imposed
He had time only to close the steel the punishment.
door, leaving the combination unsprung, before a girl entered the When humanitarian nerves give
room. As Blinky Maginnis saw her way they go with a crash, as in the
an oath rumbled in his throat. She case of other things that are badly
went up to the man, apparently ignor- out of balance. We should hardly have
believed, if we had not read it, that
ing the woman with him.

The Nation actually prefers branding
to flogging. It says:
"If, indeed, Bishops and Judges and
Parliamentary moralists really think
that vile men should be vilely punished, let them not stop at that elementary weapon of human passion, the
lash. The flogging clause in the
Criminal Law Amendment Bill was
commended by the Home Secretary
in the name of the police. There is
a far more effectual means than the
lash, both of signifying the national
horror of these people, and of effectually preventing a repetition of their
offence. Let them be conspicuously
branded. Their career will then be
at an end. There will still be prostitutes and procurers, for Christian society will continue to find a place for
both. But not those particular pro-

systems that they should never lose
sight of that possibility. A reformed
character should have as good a
chance of living a useful and respected life as the man with a perfectly
blameless record. But that means
nothing to a humanitarian in a panic.
Rather than let his nerves endure the
contemplation of a flogging scene he
would be willing to condemn a fellowbeing to perpetual ignominy and social sterility.
The humanitarian has yet another
argument against flogging. He says
truly that most of the procurers are
women, not men, and the Bill does not
provide for flogging women. Perhaps
he means—for the advocates of
branding might mean anything—that
he would rather have women flogged
than put up with an illogicality. But

of the galleys), where the art of
prison-breaking touched perfection,
the unpremeditated* burst from the
docks, the timber-yard, or the guardroom had no place in the unwritten
rules of evasions. It was the desperate device of the tyro, it was despised,
and it almost always failed. Today it
fails as surely, but the convict has
little other hope. These men, it may
be supposed, are mostly town-bred
criminals, as helpless in country wilds
as a toy spaniel would be."
What The Nation ought to do is to
try to remove the merciless rules of
nature, such as that fire burns, and
water drowns, and that men who
jump from a great height are killed.
There is no need for convicts to be
wounded. There is a rule that he
who runs away may be shot at. The
convict knows that perfectly well,
and sometimes thinks that it is worth
while to take the risk. Were the
warders not armed it would be almost impossible to allow the convicts
to work outside the prison. Permission to work outside is a general boon
purchased at the cost of the stern provision that the individual who abuses
it may be shot at. The warders' action must be swift, as the attempt to
escape is frequently made in a mist.
To say that warders might be armed
but should never use their arms
would be to reduce them to impotence
and condemn them to hopeless ridicule. It is nearly as bad to ask them
to run continually to the nearest
house of hiding to inquire for lost
convicts. The result of such a oharitable system would be that the convict population would be kept much
closer than before within bounds; But
we dare say that The Nation would
agree to that rather than have its
nerves shattered again by the thought
that a bolting convict had suffered a
physical pain as bad as that which
has been inflicted on Mr. Roosevelt
for holding certain political opinions.
—(Spectator.)

Correspondence
VICTORIA'S WANTS

PETER VEREGIN
curers. The police and the British
jury will see to that; for no procurer,
wearing the brand of the British
Government, can ever hope to run the
ordeal of a public trial. As for the
Statute Book, it will be no more disgraced by this mark of rc-barbarisation than by the special stigma which
Mr. McKenna has put upon it."
An extraordinary suggestion indeed! But one never feels safe when
the humanitarian mind is most active.
History repeats the same lesson again
and again—that the mind which embraces all the rights of man turns in a
panic to cruel Jacobinical excesses. If
a man be flogged he will not be any
the worse a short time afterwards.
Even if an innocent man were flogged
—which we sincerely trust would
never happen—he would even then be
fortified by his innocence. The talk
about the permanently degrading effect of flogging is a morbid myth.
The degradation is not in being flogged, but in being guilty of the vile
offence which calls for flogging. But
if a man be branded—that is irremediable. It does not bear thinking of.
The lowest of scoundrels may reform;
it is the essence of all humane penal

there is no real illogicality. Women
•have the privilege of their sex, and
no one supports their privileged position more resolutely than the convinced anti-Sufi, agist. The function
of legislation is vested in men, because with man lies the physical power of coercion. For that very reason
men will never dream, we hope, of
inflicting on women a physical punishment against which women, as a
class, havc no physical power of response. If this is a paradox, it is the
paradox of Nature. The remedy is
not given to us.
The Nation was so tingling with
nerves that we may take yet another
example. Two convicts were wounded by shots when trying to escape
from Dartmoor. The Nation remarks:
"What is the formal and Parliamentary authority for this use of the
rifle? Decency apart (and the traitor
on the field of battle suffers no worse
death than shooting), is it in any way
necessary? A convict in the livery of
prison and with his hair cropped to
the skull has scarcely a chance in a
million of making good his flight. In
the old French "Bagne" (successor

Victoria, Dec. 19, 1912.
Editor Week:
Sir,—With reference to the article
under the above caption in your last
issue, I beg to be allowed to make
the following suggestion:
A committee of responsible citizens
to take up the question of the building of a modern drydock in the harbour at Esquimalt. The dock to be
built on the latest improved plans,
and to be of sufficient capacity to accommodate the largest vessels afloat
on the Pacific Ocean.
The details of a scheme of this
magnitude can no doubt be worked
out by many of our foremost Victorians.
As a business venture, there are
others here to pronounce whether
or not it would pay.
As a part of an internal economy
necessary to the future life and prosperity of Victoria, there can be no
doubt. Victoria, in the future, is in
direct line to be the great naval and
mercantile marine port of the North
Pacific, and Esquimalt, the harbour
of Esquimalt, is one of the best in
the world. It is the most conveniently situated, the easiest of access from
the open sea, and the best protected
of any harbour between Panama and
Sitka. But because her harbour is so
excellent, let it not be assumed, that
shipping must come to her ports, that
nothing is required to make ours a
great shipping centre, for if this policy
of procrastination is followed as it has
been done here in the past, some fine
morning we will find that some other
port, with but half the natural advantages of Esquimalt, will call herself "Mistress of the Pacific," and
point the finger of scorn at us for
having allowed the golden opportunity to slip by.
Let us be up*and doing, and let us
lose no time over the doing. Events
happen quickly nowadays, and things
come swiftly, also they are quite as
quickly and easily diverted if not
steered into their proper channels.
W. B. ANDERSON,
1050 Hulton Street.
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G R E G O R Y ' S GAME
By Guy Oliver

A Triangle of Surprises
Then the automobile struck me, just the tip of her nose. It was a very
pretty nose.
and all was blank.
When I opened my eyes, they look- "fiy the way," I continued, "I suped straight into the eyes of a scared pose you're still living at the old
young man who was bending over me. place?"
Beyond him I could see the sky, and She nodded. "You must come and
around us on the street corner was see me."
"It would take a cordon of police
quite a crowd.
. The scared young man looked a block deep to keep me away. Well,
I'll just limp to my apartments, Gregrelieved.
"Good!" he said, sighing deeply. ory and leave you free. Good day."
Under cover of a signboard I saw
"How do you feel?"
"Like a man who has just, been hit her get into the car, and they whirled
by an automobile," I replied, sitting down the street. I hobbled back to
up. I felt the lump on my head, airl the Commercial House in a savage
was surprised to know how small it mood. I iiad noted his painstaking
was. I got to my feet, and he helped care in helping her into the ear, and
dust me off. After expressing much seeing that she was comfortable. I
regret for the accident, and ascer- had not missed the devoted look with
taining my hotel, he pointed to the which he regarded her. I had no
doubt Mame was a "queen" who had
car at the curb.
"Get in, and I'll take you home. pulled him up out of the "slush."
Surprised to see you in town. Glad What the deuce did the girl mean?
Was she insane, taking up with
I ran across you."
"Next time you run across me, an ex-sneak-thief like Gregory? I
you'll have a damage suit on your wasn't sure just how "ex" he was
eieher. I knew that Mame always
hands," I growled.
"What gets me," came cornerwise had these settlement- house, rescue
out of his mouth as we sped down the the perishing ideas under her coifstreet, "is that you stood there and fure, but could it be possible that the
deliberately let me run into you. girl actually considered throwing herOne would think you'd* just blown in self away on a good-for-nothing
from a 'hick' town, instead of being a crook like Piazza Pete? If he had
been a trust magnate it wouldn't have
city bird yourself."
"To tell the truth," I stole a glance been so bad, but away down the line
at his fashionable attire, "to tell the like that! It was horrible.
truth, I was paralyzed with surprise." "Don't these girls ever get wise?"
His quick-shot glance invited an I tsked myself. "They pluck Chinks
from the burning and get chopped up
explanation.
"Pardon the recollection," I cough- into little pig sausages, and take flowed slightly, "but the last time I saw ers to jailed murderers and get critiyou, I interviewed you as police re- cised by the'public, and—and everyporter for the Herald. I believe you thing. Take it from me, Pa Rourke
were booked for a striped suit of hiad better keep his eyes on the family
different design from the one you have silver, if I've got the right slant on
on. You were known to all the plain this thing."
clothes men from the Flatiron Build- The next night I climbed on a
ing to the Hotel St. Francis as Piazza street car and went out to Mame's.
Pete, and your specialty, as I remem- I'll not dwell on what I said to her
ber it, was the second story. Am I and what she said to me. Resolutely
ignoring Gregory and the advantage
not correct?"
"Right the first time," he smiled, he seemed to have over me, I managed to convey the information that I
keeping his eyes on the street.
"And: so," I went on, "when I had travelled three thousand miles to
bumped into you — or you bumped talk it over. I contrived to make
into me — wearing a suit of regular clear that I knew I was in the wrong
clothes, and looking like a gentleman, for what had happened long before
and steering a two-thousand-dOllar this story began, and that I was a
boat with the air of an old hand— savage,, none of which she denied'.
well, I was so surprised I just stood And right in the middle of it all, the
still and let you take a wheel off me." door-bell rang, and she informed me
"I guess it is surprising," he admit- that she was awfully sorry I had been
unfortunate enough to call on the
ted. "Its like this: I've reformed."
only night that week that she had
"Oh, go on! All those years spent
another engagement. She hurriedly
in learning the technique of your busijammed on her sky-scraper and slipness gone to waste?"
ped into her automobile coat, and as
"I've reformed, all right, and I'm I passed out, there was friend Gregglad of it."
ory waiting for her with his car!
I took a good, long look at him.
Back at the Commercial House I
"Girl?" I asked, finally.
took an antidote or two.
"Partly". 'he grinned, then grew •In the next four days they zipped
serious. "I've got religion, too. And past me three times in the auto.
the girl—well, she's a queen. Pulled What was the man doing that he had
me right up out of the slush. Going the leisure to tote another fellow's
to be wedding bells and rice and all girl around? How could he afford
the rest of it some of these days, if I a two-thousand-dollar tub like the
have my way. I'm going fine. Mak- one in which he toted her? What
ing money, and making it honestly. was underneath this where-will-youAnd say, religion's great!" A dreamy spend-eternity cloak of his?
look came into his eyes, even as he I won't say I'm especially proud
steered around a fat man with an um- of it, but I'm distrustful of the rebrella, just ahead. "By the way, formed. There's something in my
where will you spend eternity?"
make-up that would give me gooseMy jaw dropped. "The girl must pimples if my watch were within
be a queen," I thought. But what I reach of an ex-crook. I was dead
said was: "Well not at the Commer- sure that Gregory had a game of
cial House, if I can help it."
some kind up his sleeve. Mame's
He stopped the car suddenly, and dad, Old Man Rourke, had accumulatleaped to the ground, hat in hand. I ed a bank roll in the wholesale plumblooked round to see a fashionably ing business as big around as a Calidressed young woman standing on fornia redwood, and I had no doubt
the crossing.
Gregory had a scheme to pry off a
"Miss Rourke," said Gregory, "I little of it—matrimonially or otherwas just on my way up to get you. wise.
Incidentally, I shunted an acquain- There's a sensitive streak in me as
tance of other days into the gutter, broad as the Nilfe. I felt I'd been
and am at this momert carting him stung and didn't want to call on Mame
home."
again, and still I hungered for a sight
of the girl. I took to walking past
The lady gave a little cry.
"Why, Ted, when did you get the house about dusk and just lookback? And what are you doing here?" ing up at the windows.
"Mamie," I said gravely, getting to One night about the time you
the ground and presing her slender usually switch on the lights, I was
hand, "once upon a time I offended an approaching the Rourke residence,
old, old friend, and acted rather nasty. when I heard* the purr of a motor-car
I'm back in town to find that friend and saw Gregory drive up in front and
and say I'm sorry."
stop. He leaped out and ran up the
She turned her head I could see steps.

The Rourke house stands up from
the street in the centre of a quarterblock of well-groomed lawn. Some
trees obstructed my vision, but when
I'd passed them, I saw, in the halflight, Gregory standing on the veranda at one of the windows. Then he
went to each of the other two windows and stood a moment.
After
that, he came down on the lawn, and
after looking about very carefully,
started around the house.
All this looked mighty suspicious
to me. Instinctively, I darted past
the softly-purring car at the curb, up
the steps, and around the house after
him. It was a half-minute before I
could locate.him. Then in the dusk I
made out his figure up on the roof of
the back porch. I heard the creak of
a window being opened, and Gregory
disappeared.
"The villian!" I gritted. "His opportunity has come, and he's back at
his old game. Everybody must be
out."
It took me about a minute to decide
to catch him in the act of robbery, if
possible, and1 show him up to Mame
in his true colours. I lost no time in
getting my hands full of splinters* and
my clothes full of rips in shinning up
the porch, and a moment later stepped
through the open window.
The hallway was dark. Through a
distant doorway, however, a blaze of
light showed. I crept forward and
peered into the room. There stood
Gregory before a dressing-table. He
opened what looked like a jewel-case,
and took something out. Doubtless,
the jewel case was Mame's. The despicable, sneaking, bite-the-hand-thathelped-you nature of the man sickened me. A red wave of sudden, fierce
indignation swept over me, and I
rushed forward impulsively and struck
him back of the ear as hard as I
could. He turned half round, staggered and fell, striking his head on the
edge of a desk.
He fell to the floor with a thud that
shook the bric-a-brac. I viewed with
horror the torrent of blood that gushed from his temple. Frightened, I
rushed to him and placed my hand
over his heart. I could discover no
movement. My God! had I killed the
man? I went into a sudden panic. Had
I done right to follow him into the
house? Had I done right to attack
him? I did not know. My head
was in a whirl. All I could think of
was, "Have I killed a man? Am I a
murderer?" I pawed him over again,
shook him, without avail.

Now, ignorant as I was of what I'd
really done to Piazza Pete, I had a
sort of horror of going back to the
Rourke house. But that feeling faded
magically before the hopeful anticipations conjured up by Mame's note.
I got out of the Commercial House
and over to the South Side so fast
that it makes me dizzy yet to think
about it. As I climbed the Rourke
front steps, Mame opened the door
before I even got to the top.
"Ted Cosgrove, where have you
been, anyhow?" she asked, somewhat
petulantly.
"Listening to crickets and cowbells," I returned, gaily, "when what
I longed for was the sound of your
voice."
Now, you will admit that that line
opened up great conversational possibilities, under the circumstances.
And I assure you I developed the
possibilities to the fullest extent. Incidentally, I gave plausible reasons
for my sudden visit to Uncle Simp's,
carefully avoiding any reference to
Gregory. The conversational development led up to a brief description
of the little home waiting under the
poplars, at the other end of the three
thousand miles, and culminated in a
diamond ring and an hour of bliss
that belongs to Mame and me alone.
Then, and not till then, did I speak
of what I previously had avoided.
"By the way, how's our mutual
friend, Gregory, getting along?" I
tried to be careless about it, as if 1
hadn't been worrying myself sick
about that very matter for over a
week.
"Oh, he's around again. Oh, I
didn't tell you, did I? The awfullest
thing! You know, one night last
week mamma and I went to the theatre. When we got there, we found
we'd forgotten our tickets. I'd left
them at home in my jewel case, where
I'd carelessly tossed them when papa
gave them to me. So I sent Gregory
home after them. In the hurry, he
rushed off without the key to the
house, and as there wasn't a soul at
home he had to climb in through a
window that he found unfastened.
And some terrible old burglar attacked1 him and almost killed him. We
kept it out of the papers. Luckily, the
burglar didn't get anything."
Fifty-seven different varieties of
emotion swept over me in a second.
I groped for something to say, and
finally found myself saying this:
"Honestly, now, Mame, didn't I
come back to town just in time?
Weren't you beginning to care for
Gregory more than just a little bit?"
She looked at me indignantly as
the recipient of a brand-new diamond
ring can look at its donor. Then her
face relaxed into a half-smile.
"Oh, I see. You're joking. But
my maid Bessie is crazy about him,
She reformed him, you know. I guess
he's a dandy fellow, even if he was
a burglar once. We gave him the job
to please Bessie, and he's the* best
chauffeur w.e've ever had."

Then I went raving, staring crazy.
I don't know how I ever got out of
the house. Somehow I reached the
farm of my uncle Simp, who lives
about six miles out of town. There I
put in a terrible week, rubbing noses
with mooley cows, and picking hairs
from my trouser-legs, left there by a
pup who loved me not wisely, but too
well.
Every day I bribed my cousin
Abner to saddle up the gray mare
and ride to town after all the papers.
The house was cluttered with them.
I went through every one from the
slug-headed story in the first column,
first page, to the "Fat Folks' Friend,"
The Upper Athabasca Region Offers
and "I Can Grow Hair on a Billiard
New Delights
Ball" "ads" in the last column, last
page. But nothing could I find about
a murdered man in Rourke's second
The rapid linking together of the
story, with an auto panting outside. Grand Trunk Pacific to form a new
Aunt Judith made a large number transcontinental highway across cenof comments about the newspapers I tral Canada opens another hinterland
had around. "What in all get out are for the tourist. It makes easy of acyou looking for, anyway, Ted? cess a vast new section of the Rockies
Work?" When I shook my head, and in central Alberta and the sunset prosent Abner for more papers, she vince, and of all this area it is doubtful
sighed, sadly, and said in a low voice if there is a more interesting and into Uncle Simp: "You better have Doc viting region than that embraced by
Higgins come over and look at him. I the upper watershed of the Athabasca
River and its several southern tributthink it's his head."
aries. The natural starting point for
Gradually, the conviction grew on
tourists intending to visit any of this
me that I was not a murderer. I becountry is Fitzhugh, a picturesquely
gan to feel that I could look a policesituated
frontier town in Jasper Park,
man in the badge without flinching.
So I went back to the Commercial some two hundred and fifty miles
west of Edmonton.
House.
How little of this region has been
There I found a small, perfumed
note awaiting me which read as fol- actually trodden by white men is
evidenced by the fact that only four
lows:
Dear Ted: Where in the world are short summers ago thc largest sheet
you? Why don't you come and see of water on the entire east slope of
me? Or was that a joke about your the Rockies was found in this recess.
travelling three thousand miles for a This beautiful mountain lake, some
certain reason, and all the rest of it? seventeen miles in length and lying
MAME. between green wooded slopes, forms
That surely didn't look much like a broad expansion of the Malinge
River, and resembles a Scotch tarn in
wedding-bells and rice for Gregory.

For Tourist & Hunter

its far melting vistas of water and
crag. This lake is some thirty miles
southeast of Fitzhngh, and twenty
miles farther south is another large
lake, where the trout fishing is excellent. The latter body of water
forms the chief source of the Brazeau
River. To the west of it, in Alpine
grandeur, lies the region of wild, lofty
peaks, dominated by Mount Alberta,
where enormous glaciers give birth
to the Athabasca and North Saskatchewan Rivers.
This region is also a noted game
country. It lies far enough north to
have escaped in part, during recent
years, the far searching reach of the
Stoney Indian; bears of all kinds
are still fairly numerous; the sheep
(and more especially the goat) hunting is good, while scattered moose,
deer and even elk may be occasionally seen.
Meantime the crying need of the
district, for tourist and fire-ranger
alike, is the need for more and better
trails. Hence, to provide a good and
adequate system of trails will be the
first and constant effort of the Dominion Forestry Branch in carrying out
its recently assumed duty of administering this region, so as to protect its
forests from fire and make every
auxiliary resource contribute its part
to the public welfare. During the
present season the rangers in charge
made a good start on this work and
next year it will be again pushed with
vigor. Already, between Laggan or
Morley on the C.P.R., and Fitzhugh,
an old through trail is in existence:
a trail which promises to be a very
popular Alpine tourist route when
improved. It traverses the Brazeau.
Clearwater and Bow River Foorests
and everywhere its improvement will
be undertaken by the Forestry
Branch.
The scenery in this upper Athabasca country is varied and beautiful in
its color effects, and specially so in
early autum. From the deep green
carpet of pine and spruce on the valley floor, the eye passes to intermingled belts of blushing gold poplar and light green lodgepole, fringed
above the timber line by sombre masses of Alpine fir. Higher still, the
warm reds and ochres of disintegrating ferruginous rocks form a Joseph's
coat of many colors, while over all
loom the background of summits
wrapped in their eternal snowsl

Playground For The
People
The Forestry branch of the Department of the Interior is developing a
plan to make the western forest reserves of more real benefit to the general public. Hitherto the reserves
have been timber reserves pure and
simple;the new plan is to make them
playgrounds as well for the people of
the west. A new branch has been
formed which might be termined "The
National Playgrounds Bureau." In
brief the scheme is to establish summer resorts and picnic and outing
camps in the various western reserves.
The first experiment was made this
summer on the Turtle Mountain Reserve in Southern Manitoba and proved highly successful. A resort was
laid out on Lake Marx, not far from
Boissevain, where for several years
campers have been going, though
without recognized rights. Now thc
site has been laid out into lots and
leases are given under certain easy
conditions. The lessee must build a
substantial summer cottage.
The
plan was very popular and already
many leases have been taken and next
summer there promises to be a rush
for lots.
Already applications to have resorts established at several other reserves have been received by the department, and the plan will now be
made general.
This coming year will see the establishment of a large number of new
reserves. The largest is in thc vicinity of Lesser Slave Lake in Northern
Alberta and will comprise some 4,000
square miles. Several new reserves
have been recommended in Northern
Saskatchewan, while survey parties
are working in south-eastern Manitoba with a view to the location of a
new reserve there.
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011a Podrida
EASY ESSAYS FOR SIMPLE SOULS
(By This-Child)

WATER NOTICE
For a License to Take and Use Water.
NOTICE is hereby given that Herbert
Cuthbert, of Victoria, B. C, will apply for
a license to take and use .35 sec. feet of
water out of unnamed marked No. 1, No. 2,
No. 3 Creek, which flows in a Northeasterly
direction through part of Section 35, Esquimau District, and empties into Esquimalt
Lagoon, near its southerly end. The water
will be aiverted at its head and will be used
for domestic purposes on the land described
as part of Section 35, Esquimalt District.
This notice was posted on the ground on
the 10th day of December, 1912. The application will be filed in the office of the
Water Recorder at Victoria.
Objections may be filed with the said Water
Recorder or with the Comptroller of Water
Rights, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B. C.
HERBERT CUTHBERT,
Applicant.
By R. G. GILCHRIST,
Agent,
dec. 21
jan 18

Essy on Woman,
NOTICE
('cept the girl nex' door).
Woman is the trend of Man, if he's got
NOTICE is hereby given that the Orderenuf munney.
in-Council, approved August 17th, 1895, reserving and t setting apart for the sole a use
Sum women is bilt larg, like the Marble
of Her Majesty's Government for military
Arch; and sum women has legs like asperrerand naval purposes that portion of the Sand
grass. Wen women is too young to kno
Spit at the Lagoon, Esquimalt, which is the
property of the Province, is rescinded; and
more'n they ought to, it is called "Flapper";
that the lands described in thc aforesaid
but wen they gits fat it is called "Flopper."
Order-in-Council are reserved for Government
purposes.
Women thinks that they is the hole erth,
ROBT. A. RENWICK,
but sumtimes they gits bitten plenty. Wunst
there was a woman who kept such a lottci
Deputy Minister of Lands.
men danglin' round her that they got fed up
Lands Department,
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
ait' went home. So the woman got fritened
District of Coast, Range 3
Victoria, B. C ,
TAKE notice that Annie Peterson, of Bella
an* rote to all of them sayin,' "Vou kno I
29th October, 1912.
Coola,
B.C.,
occupation
Housewife,
intends
to
love only you." But there wasent any apply for permission to purchase the follow- nov. 2
feb. 2
answers.
ing described lands:—Commencing at a post
planted about three miles distant and in a
This is called bitin' off more'n you can westerly direction from the western extremity
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
of Kwalcho Lake, marked N. E. Corner,
chew.
TAKE notice that I, Ralph Sweet, of Vanthence south 40 chains, west 80 chains, north
Mothers-in-lore is sometimes called Women, 40 chains, east 80 chains, to point of com- couver, B.C., occupation Carpenter, intends to
but more offten they is called "damyer," like mencement, containing 320 acres, more or less. apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a post
Dated 25th August, 1912.
the Government.
planted about four miles distant and in a
ANNIE PETERSON.
north-westerly direction from the northWomen has tongues sharper than a viper's
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
extremity of Sigutla Lake, marked
eatin' tool.
nov. 9
Jan. 4 western
S. W. Corner, thence north 80 chains, east
80 chains, south 80 chains, west 80 chains,
Wunst Pa sed to Ma, "Blimy, I could shave
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
to point of commencement, containing 640
with your tongue."
District of Coast, Range 3
acres, more or less.
TAKE notice that Margaret Harris, of Bella
An' the butler dropped the Hollerndase
Dated 21st August, 1912.
Sauce and locked hisself in the cole-sellar Coola, B.C., occupation Housewife, intends to
RALPH SWEET.
apply for permission to purchase the followPercy Gadsden, Agent,
until the storm had abbated sumwhat.
ing described lands;—Commencing at a post nov.9
jan.4
Men has hearts to love women with, but planted at the north-western extremity of
Sigutla
Lake,
marked
S.
W.
Corner,
thence
women has hearts only for pumpin' the blood
VANCOUVER
LAND
DISTRICT
north 80 chains, east 80 chains, south 80
District of Coast, Range 3
throu there cirkulations.
chains, west 80 chains, to point of commenceTAKE notice that George E. Hartshorn,
Wunst there was a woman who sent her ment, containing 640 acres, more or less.
of
Vancouver,
B.C., occupation Logger, inDated
20th
August,
1912.
nancy away for three years so as she could
tends to apply for permission to purchase the
MARGARET HARRIS.
find out if he was faithful.
following described lands:—Commencing at a
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
Jan. 4 post planted one mile west and one mile
An' wen he come back at thc end of three nov. 9
north from the western extremity of Nahlouza
years hc looked at her an' ran away verry
l.ake. marked S. E. Corner, thence north 80
LAND REGISTRY ACT.
quick as if his trousers was on fire.
chains, west 80 chains, soutii 80 chains, east
80 chains to point of commencement, containWich shows us that women oughter eat her
IN THE MATTER of an application for ing 640 acres, more or less.
pudden before it gits cold.
Dated 13th October, 1912.
a fresh Certificates of Title to Lots 1602 and
(Pa ses, "Don't let yer Ma read this, or 1604, Victoria City.
GEORGE E. HARTSHORN.
NOTICE is hereby given of my intention at
you'll feel as if your nikerbockers was on
Percy Gadsden, Agent.
the expiration of one calendar month from nov. 9
fire too.")
jan. 4
the first publication hereof to issue fresh CerThe key of the jam cubbcrd has been hid tificates of Title in lieu of the Certificates of
VANCOUVER
LAND
DISTRICT
Title issued to Bernard Sigismund Heisteragane.
District of Coast, Range 3
man and James Forman on the 25th day of
I don't like women tonite.
TAKE notice that I, William A. Walton, of
February, 1910, and numbered 22110 C, and
—This-Child, in The Sporting Times. to Wesley N. Mitchell and William Nelson Vancouver. B.C., occupation Laborer, intends
Mitchell on the 25th day of February, 1911, to apply tor permission to purchase the foland numbered 22547 C, whicli have been lost lowing described lands:—Commencing at a
A WORD TO MISS WYLIE
post planted about one mile distant and in
(Miss Wylie, a militant Suffragette, has or destroyed.
direction from the western extremat Land Registry Office, Victoria, aitywesterly
arrived in Canada to advocate the cause of B. Dated
of Nahlouza Lake, marked S. E. Corner,
C, this 4th day of December, A. D. 1912. thence
"Votes for Women.")
north
80 chains, west 80 chains, soutii
S. Y. WOOTTON,
Come hither, gentle Suffragette, I fain would
80 chains, east 80 chains to point of comRegistrar General of Titles,
speak- with thee;
mencement, containing 640 acres, more or
• Jan. 4 less.
It's very nice of you to come across, the dec. 7
Dated 13th October, 1912.
bounding sea;
But now you're here you really must please
"LAND REGISTRY ACT"
WILLIAM A. WALTON.
mind what you're about,
Matter of an application for a fresh
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
Or Jane Canuck will get you if you don't In the
Certificate of Title to Part i n feet 6 nov. 9
Jan. 4
watch out 1
inches by 50 feet of Lot 33, Block 4, Map
132, Hillside Extension, of the Work
VANCOUVER
LAND
DISTRICT
Now, Jane is very human and brimming full
Estate, Victoria City.
District of Coast, Range 3
of pluck,
NOTICE is hereby given of my intention
TAKE notice that Percy Gadsden, of Bella
She shares the joys and sorrows of Mr. John at the expiration of one calendar month from
Coola,
B.C.,
occupation Farmer, intends to
Canuck;
the first publication hereof to issue a fresh
So put on the soft pedal whene'er you want Certificate of Title in lieu of the Certificate of apply for permission to purchase the following
described
lands:—Commencing at a
to shout,
Title issued to Charles Nelson Brown on the
For Jane is sure to get you if you don't watch 2nd May, 1910, and numbered 22991 C, which post planted about two miles distant and in a
north-westerly
direction
from the northout!
has been lost.
westerly extremity of Sigutla Lake, marked
What can you tell of women's rights to one
Dated
at
Land
Registry
Office,
Victoria,
S.
W.
Corner,
tnence
north
80 chains, east
who really knows?
80 cnains, south 80 cnains, west 80 chains to
Who made the lonely prairie home just B. C, this 21st day of November, 1912.
point
of
commencement,
containing
640 acres,
S. Y. WOOTTON,
blossom like the rose*
more or less.
Registrar-General of Titles,
Who, side by side with John Canuck, transDated
20th
August,
1912.
dec. 14
Jan. 11
formed the fertile plain,
A wholesome woman pioneer, the self-same
PERCY GADSDFrN.
simple Janei
nov. 9
jan. 4
Perchance when you've been here a while
your lesson may be learned,
The franchise is a thing for which our Jane
has never yearned;
Though on election day our John may fight
with might and main,
The hand that marks the ballot is the gentle
hand of Jane!
—The Mace, in Toronto Saturday Night
THE TWO WILLS
Woolwich's darling, Mr. Will Crooks, is
facile princeps amongst the natural humorists of the House. Mr Will Thorne, who often
sits by his side, is the owner of a voice which
without effort would carry to the other side
of thc Thames; but the words flow from his
lips with the force and speed of a cataract,
and it is often with difficulty that one can
gather the meaning he desires to convey. His
method of speech is, in fact, suggestive of a
volcano in a state of eruption. Mr. Lowther
was calling some Unionist Member to order
a few days ago, and the offending Member
committed the unpardonable Parliamentary
offence of remaining on his feet after thc
Speaker had risen. Mr. Will Thome, who is
now and then a sticker for Parliamentary
order and decorum, cried out "Order, Order,"
in what was literally a voice of thunder, and
this ear-splitting outburst 'was instantaneously
followed by the remonstrance in mild and
duclet tones from Mr. Will Crooks, "Can't
you hear my mate whispering to you?" Even
thc Speaker had to join in the laughter.
The excuse of the Suffragettes for damaging letter-box contents would presumably be
that the Government has driven them from
pillar to post.
The suggestion that certain London streets
shall be closed to bicycling is causing great
indignation. Ought motor traffic, it is asked,
to be allowed to menace the common wheel?
Baldness, says a writer in "Mcn'sWear" is
particularly rife among the angling fraternity.
We can't answer for their heads, but we've
often noticed baldness about their tales.
The appointment of'Q" to thc Professorship of English Literature at Cambridge honors both the University and the novelist.
With a Chair and A. Couch the literary department of Cambridge is well furnished.
The Incorporate Institute of
vocates nuts as a light luncheon
men. With markets depressed
they can sit over their nuts and

Hygiene adfood for city
by the war,
whine.

.Comparing the table manners of this to
other countries, a great chef says: "Look at
the German eating." What he means is
"Hark at thc German eating."

HIS HONOR the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council has been pleased to appoint Messrs.
H. G. Parson, of Golden; A. M. Harper, of
the City of Vancouver; J. A. McKelvie, of thc
City of Vernon; R. A. Stoney, of the City of
New Westminster; and John Jardine, of the
City of Victoria, to be Commissioners under
the "Public Inquiries Act" to enquire generally into labour conditions in the Province,
and particularly the contracts and relations
between employers and employes, the hours
of labour, the conditions surrounding the employes during their employment, and the time
and manner of payment of wages in mines,
smelters, canneries, shops, factories, logging
and railway construction* camps, or in any
other work, and on tramways; the working
and enforcement of the "Truck Act," thc
"Master and Servant Act," the "Deceived
Workmen Act," the "Woodman's Lien for
Wages Act," and any other legislation affecting labour, the precautions taken for the protection of life, the preservation of the health
and the prevention of unsanitary conditions.

VICTORIA (RENFREW) LAND
DISTRICT
TAKE NOTICE that Hanna Mary Green,
of Victoria, B.C., occupation Spinster, intends
to apply for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a
post planted on the north boundary of the
Carmanah I. R., about 15 chains eaat of the
N. W. corner of the Carmanah I. R.; thence
north 80 chains; thence east 80 chains; thence
south 80 chains; thence west 80 chains to
point of commencement, containing 640 acres,
more or less.
Dated November 5th, 191a
HANNA MARY GREEN.
Harold W. Duckitt, Agent,
nov. 30
Jan. 25
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that Thomas J. Williams, of
Vancouver, B.C., occupation Laborer, intends
to appiy for permission to purchase the following described lands:—Commencing at a
post planted about one mile distant and in a
westerly direction from the western extremity
of Nahlouza Lake, marked N. E. Corner,
thence south 80 chains, west 80 chains, north
80 chains, east 80 chainB to point of commencement, containing 640 acres, more or
less.
Dated 13th October, 1912.
THOMAS J. WILLIAMS.
Percy Gadsden, Agent.
nov. 9
jan. 4

The Commissioners will hold their first
meeting at the Parliament Buildings on Saturday, the 28th day of December instant, at
10 o'clock in the forenoon, of which all persons interested are hereby to take notice and
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
govern themselves accordingly.
District of Coast, Range 3
Provincial Secretary's Office,
TAKE notice that I, Edith Bone, of Luton,
England,
occupation Married Woman, intends
12th December, 1912.
to apply for permission to purchase the following
described
lands:—Commencing at a
dec. 14
dec. 28
post planted about one mile east and two
miles north from the north-western extremity
VICTORIA LAND DISTRICT
of Sigutla Lake, marked S. W. Corner, thence
north 80 chains, east 80 chains, south 80
District of North Saanich
chains, west 80 chains to point of commenceTAKE notice that Andrew Cox, of Union ment, containing 640 acres, more or less.
Hay, North Saanich, Sidney P. O., farmer,
Dated 20th August, 1912.
intends to apply for permission to lease the
EDITH BONE.
following described foreshore:—Commencing
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
at a post planted at the Northeast corner of nov. 9
Jan. 4
Parcels Section n , Range 1, West; thence
Northwest two hundred (200) feet, tiience
West one thousand (1000) feet, thence
WATER ACT
Southeast two hundred (200) feet more or
less to high water mark, and thence Easterly
along high water mark to point of commence- Notice of Application for the Approval of
Works
ment.
Dated, December 16th, 1912.
.ice that the Sidney Water and
ANDREW COX.
.pany, Limited, will apply to the
dec 28
feb 22
Com,*
-*r of Water Rights for the approval
of the plans of the works to be constructed
VICTORIA LAND DISTRICT
for the utilization of the water from a well
on
Section <;, Range 2 E., North Saanich,
District of North Saanich
TAKE notice that Day [tort Macdowall, which the applicant is, by Water Licence No.
30,
authorized to take, store, and use for
of Victoria, gentleman, intends to apply for municipal
purposes.
permission to lease the following clescribed
The plans and particulars required by subforeshore:•—Conimencing at a post planted
at the Northwest corner of IMock 3, Section section (1) of section 70 of the "Water Act"
11, Range 1, West; tiience Northwest two as amended have been filed with the Comphundred (200) feet, thenee Northeast five troller of Water Rirhts at Victoria and with
hundred (560) feet, thence Southeast two the Water Recorder at Victoria, B.C.
Objections to the application may be filed
hundred (200) feet more or less to high
water mark, and thence Southwest along high with the Comptroller of Water Rights, Parliament Buildings, Victoria.
water mark to point of commencement.
Dated at Victoria, B.C., this 2nd day of
Dated, December ifith, 1912.
December. 1912.
ANDREW COX,
HcRT D, WHITE,
Agt. for Day Tlort Macdowall.
Agent of the Applicant,
dec 28
feb 22 dec, 7
jan. 3

CANCELLATION OF RESERVE
SYNOPSIS OF COAL MINING REGULATIONS.
Coal mining rights of the Dominion, in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, the
Yukon Territory, the Northwest Territories
and in a portion of the Province of British
Columbia, may be leased for a term of
twenty-one years at an annual rental of $1
an acre. Not more than 2,560 acres will be
leased to one applicant.
Applications for a lease must be made by
the applicant in person to the Agent or Sub
Agent of the district in which the rights applied for are situated.
In surveyed territory the land must be
described by sections, or legal sub-divisions
of sections, and in unsurveyed territory the
tract applied for shall be staked out by the
applicant himself.
Each application must be accompanied by
a fee of $5 which will be refunded if the
rights applied for are not available, but not
otherwise. A royalty shall be paid on the
merchantable output of the mine at the rate
of five cents per ton.
The person operating the mine shall furnish the Agent with sworn returns accounting for the full quantity of merchantable
coal mined and pay the royalty thereon. If
the coal mining rights are not being operated, such returns should be furnished at
least once a year.
The lease will include the coal mining
rights only, but the lessee may be permitted
to purchase whatever available surface rights
may be considered necessary for the working of the mine at the rate of $10.00 an acre.
For full information application should be
made to the Secretary of the Department of
the Interior, Ottawa,, or to any Agent or
Sub-Agent of Dominion Lands.
W. W. CORY,
Deputy Minister of the Interior.
N. B.—Unauthorized publication of this
advertisement will not be paid for.
sept. 21

CANCELLATION OF RESERVE
NOTICE is hereby given that the reserve
existing upon Crown lands in the Kootenay
District, formerly held under Special Timber
Licences numbered 4481, 5255, 5256, 5832,
8534, 9081, 9082, 10259, 10260, 10261, 10262,
10499, 10500, 11249, 11347, 13824, 16727, 21907,
22661, 23116, 24432, 26737, 26926, 28183, 28183,
28184, 30358, 31180, 31184, 31185, 31201, 31208,
31212, 31213, 31308, 31330, 3'48i, 32022, 32654,
32655, 32711, 33406, 33411, 33449, 33459, 3346o,
34221, 34273, 34310, 3 4 3 " . 34386, 35631, 36502,
36553, 36554, 37S8o, 37993, 37994. 390H, 39202,
39359, 40406, 41078, 41344,. 41426 and 43176,
by reason of the notice published in the British
Columbia Gazette on December 27th, 1907, is
cancelled for the purpose of offering the said
lands for sale at public auction.
ROBT. A. RENWICK,
Deputy Minister of Lands.
Lands Department,
Victoria, B. C,
ioth October, 1912.
oct. 19
jan. 18

NOTICE is hereby given that the reserve
covering the parcel of land formerly held
under Timber Licence No. 40026, situated on
the Columbia River in the vicinity of Arrow
Park, by reason of the notice published in the
British Columbia Gazette on tne 27th December, 1907, is cancelled: and that the vacant
lands formerly covered by the before mentioned licence will be open to pre-emption
only on and after the 28th day of December,
1912.
R. A. RENWICK,
Deputy Minister of Lands.
Lands Department,
Victoria, B. C ,
24th September, 1912.
sept. 28
dec. 28

CANCELLATION OF RESERVE
NOTICE is hereby given that the reserve
existing over the lands included in Special
Timber Licence No. 14830, situated on Upper
Rendezvous Island, Sayward District, by reason of a notice published in the British Columbia Gazetter on the 27th of December, 1907,
is cancelled, and that the said lands will be
open for entry by preemption on January
15th, 1913, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon.
ROBT. A. RENWICK,
Deputy Minister of Lands.
Lands Department,
Victoria, B. C„
25th September, 1912.
oct. 5
Jan. 4
VANCOUVER LAND DISTRICT
District of Coast, Range 3
TAKE notice that 1, Hannah Jane Gadsden, of Luton, England, occupation Married
Woman, intenas to apply for permission to
purchase the following described lands:—
Commencing at a post planted about one
mile east and one mile north from the northwestern extremity of Sigutla Lake, marked
S. W. Corner, thence north 80 chains, east 80
chains, soutii 80 chains, west 80 chains, to
point of commencement, containing 640 acres,
more or less.
Dated 20th August, 1912.
HANNAH JANE GADSDEN.
Percy Gadsden, Agent,
nov. 9
Jan. 4

SEALED TENDERS will be received by
the Minister of Lands not later than noor
on the 3rd day of March, 1913, for the purchase of Licence No. X9 to cut 45,300,000 feet ,
of timber and 4,000 cedar poles standing* or.
Lot 671, Malaspina Strait, New Westminster
District.

VICTORIA (RENFREW) LAND
Particulars of Chief Forester, Victoria, B. C
DISTRICT
nov. 30
mar. 1
TAKE NOTICE that Caroline Hemington
Muir, of Victoria, B. C, occupation Married
Woman, intends to apply for permission to
purchase the following described lands:—
Commencing at a post planted on the east
boundary of Lot 50, Renfrew District, about
20 chains north of the S. E. corner of the
said Lot 50; thence east 80 chains; thence
north 20 chains, more or less, to the south
boundary of T. L. 1728; thence west along the
south boundaries of T L.'s 1728 and 1727
to the east boundary of said Lot 50, a distance
of 80 chains, more or less; thence soutii 20
chains to point of commencement, containing
160 acres more or less.
CANCELLATION OF RESERVE
Dated November 6th, 1912.
CAROLINE HEMINGTON MUIR.
Harold W. Duckitt, Agent,
NOTICE is hereby given that the reserve
nov. 30
jan. 25 existing on Lot 10, Group I, Kootenay Dis
trict, oy reason of a notice bearing date
March 26th, 1888, and published in the B. C
Gazette under date of March 31st, 1888, i*
cancelled for the purpose of offering the saic
land for sale at public auction.
ROBT. A. RENWICK,
Deputy Minister of Lands,
nov. 30
ma*-

DEPARTMENT OF WORKS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sooke School
SEALED '1 ENDERS, superscribed "Tender
for Sooke School," will received by the Hon.
the Minister of Public Works up to noon of
Thursday, the 9th day of January, 1913, for
the erection and completion of a large oneroom school building at Sooke for the Provincial Government of British Columbia.
Plans, specifications, contract and forms of
tender may be seen on and after the 16th day
of December, 1912, at the office of Mr. J. S.
Muir, Secretary of the Sooke School Board,
Sooke, V. I., and the Department of Public
Works, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B. C.
Each proposal must be accompanied by an
accepted bank cheque or certificate of deposit
on a chartered bank of Canada, made payable
to the Hon. the Minister of Public Works, for
a sum equal to 10 per cent, of the tender,
which shall bc forfeited if the party tendering
decline to enter into contract when called upon
to do so, or if he fail to complete the work
contracted for. The cheques or certificates of
deposit of unsuccessful tenderers will be returned to them upon the execution of the
contract.
Tenders will not be considered unless made
out on the forms supplied, signed with thc
actual signature of the tenderer, and enclosed
in the envelopes furnished.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.
J. E* GRIFFITH,
Public Works Engineer.
Department of Public Works,
Victoria, B.C., 13th December, 1912.
dec. 21
Jan. 4

NAVAL SERVICE OF CANADA
Notice concerning the construction of
Schooner for the Hydrographic Society
Branch of the Department of
the Naval Service.
SEALED TENDERS, addressed to the r
dcrsigned, and endorsed
"Tenders
Schooner," will be received up till noon
Wednesday the 15th January, 1913, for
supply to the Department of the Naval Sen
of a Schooner conforming to the follow
dimensions:
Length of water Line
80 ft.
Length overall about
98 ft., 6 ine
Beam
'.
20 ft.
Mean Draft
8 ft.
Schooner to be delivered alongside Whan
H.M.C. Dockyard, Esquimalt, II. C. Copies
the Design and Specification can be obtain
on application to the undersigned or to 1
Naval Store Officer at H.M.C. Dockyard, I |
quimalt, B. C.
Unauthorized publication of this notice w I
not he paid for.
G. J. DESBARATS,
Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.
Department of the Naval Service,
—32503.
Ottawa, December 9th, 1912.
dec. 21
jan
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Book Review
The
Wisdom of Waloopi
By J. Herrick McGregor

ING. "Is thy heart sore? Then is
the time to read. If thou art of good
spirit, write, that others may share
thy blessing." Again he says: "He
that wieldeth a pen when his soul is
in pain dealeth wounds he knows not
where; but he of an easy mind, who
yet feedeth on the word of another
is a glutton and a' destroyer of self.
Beware of these two sins."
Of the FUTURE: "Broken?" queries Waloopi. "Maimed? Bruised?
So were they grand-parents. Are
they the less great?" And again,
"What is past is past; but the eventualities are to thy shaping." And elsewhere, "The future is always thine.
See then that its gifts loom none the
less largely than before, for thou
thyself art the giver."
Then he breaks into verse', the concluding stanza of which is:

'naughty juice' that worked bane on
the ravisher."
I fear that for the present I shall
have to leave Waloopi, entertaining
though he be, and pass on to note
that this fascinating volume contains
a number of reflections and sketches,
but best of all a number of what the
author modestly calls verses, but
which might fairly be called poems.
Among these are several "habitant"
poems, which show an acquaintance
with the French language and a facility for weaving it into AngloFrench verse which is not excelled by
the best work of Drummond. There
are also a number of very clever parodies, one of the best of which appeared in The Week last year, telling how a motor-car travelled from
Oak Bay to the City Hal! without
breaking the speed law.

Mr. J. Herrick McGregor has
placed his personal friends under a
deep obligation by making them the
recipients of a unique Christmas gift
in the form of a reprint of a number
of his well-known articles, poems and
verses, which have during the last
ten years appeared in Western newspapers and magazines. Their only regret will be that the book is not to
be placed in every book-store, so that
the general public might share the
treasures of wit and wisdom which it
contains.
Perhaps, however, one of the clev"Oh the stars may sink, the moon arise
The book is entitled "The Wisdom And sail unmoved through the frozen skies. erest things in t'he book is entitled
"A Mild Protest" and as it voices a
of Waloopi" and one may speculate The moon may set and the sun once more
just a little as to the origin and appli- Throw bars of light on the snow-banked shore. protest which was made from many
cation of the quaint title. In the ab- The days, the weeks and the months may pass quarters at the time, it may form a
years roll by with their freight, alas 1 fitting conclusion to this review, and
sence of a preface this must remain a And
But day, nor month nor year shall attain
is therefore reproduced in full:
matter of uncertainty until, perchance, The joys of the past nor bring again
some day the talented author may A present bliss or a future hope
A Mild Protest
That ranks with the mind's kinetoscope
reveal the secret.
When we close our eyes and seem to see
"The London Chronicle seems to
Mr. McGregor has long enjoyed the The things that are wrapped in memory."
be in doubt as to whether the Duke
reputation of being one of the most
of Connaught would 'strike the imagskilful parodists in the Dominion. InOn the subject of DOUBT Wa- ination of Canadians' in the position
deed, I have more than once taken loopi has ideas which are not met of Governor-General. We are inclined
occasion to remark that in his hap- with every days as for instance, to think that he would not. We
piest vein he is not excelled even by "Doubt is the friction of truth against are inclined to doubt the wisdom of
such masters of the art as Owen Sea- truth. He who doubts with him may sending one of the Royal Family to
man, J. S. Calverly or Arthur Guiter- I strive to some purpose, but to him Rideau Hall. Canadians are a very
man.
who easily believes, of what use are democratic people, and while they
Waloopi, whatever else he may be, my arguments?" Also, "Fair doubts would appreciate the presence among
is a quaint conceit, combining some break no fair truths."
them as Governor-General of a broof the highest qualities of "Omar At times Waloopi waxes satirical, ther of the King, he would not in
Khayyam" and "Kim." There is a as for instance, when speaking of point of fact 'belong' as the saying
subtlety about Waloopi which does CONTENTMENT, he says: "To be is. No matter how kindly and granot yield its essence to superficial empty-handed is not all a misforVune. cious he might be, he could not bridge
study. He looks out on the pro- Were your palms filled with corn, the gulf which separates royalty from
blems and mysteries of life and the how could you throw rocks at the the general public. Canada wants
antics of men without saying more affluent?" And further on, this: "Be Governor-Generals who will be somethan a tithe of what he thinks'; yet not angry with your brother who fat- thing else than official figure-heads to
what he does say cannot be forgotten, tens while you wane. Perchance the the state. It wants men like Earl
for he sees to the heart of things and women of the household mock him Grey, who are in touch with the
expresses his thoughts in words that as to his girth. The girdle of a full feelings and aspirations of a growhum.
stomach may cover a jilted heart." ing community and which has not
The opening chapter on "FAILURE And once more, "A quick grasp of wholly got accustomed to dress suits
AND SUCCESS" is typical and ex- the situation makes king and serf and the knack of bowing. A Royal
Duke would be likely to be a failure
hibits both the philosophy and the equal."
as Governor-General, not because of
original style of many that follow.
On that common and perennial anything personal to himself, but beIt opens thus:
weakness, the GIVING OF ADVICE, cause Canadians would hardly know
" 'Follow thine element,' says WaWaloopi has opinions which, if not what to do with royalty, for after all,
loopi, 'and thou shalt not be led ascommon, are at least perennial. we are just everyday people, who
' tray.' Is the fish lost in the deep
"There is no virtue in the giving of are busy making a country."-—
waters, or does the sandstorm shackle
advice. If you listen to my urging Colonist.
; the home-coming foot of the Beand act thereon, you have sacrificed
' douin? Again, 'If the world is mine
that much of yourself, and the sum of
My brother; Turn not thus
by the love I bear it, how shall I be
Thy friendly face from Kings
things is lessened. Why then do I
' a wanderer? Nay, for the long, last,
With vain imaginings
speak? For my own good' solely. The
ultimate acre is the very threshold of
Of how they sneer at us!
preacher preaches to himself and to
my hearth.'
none other."
Believe me, Royal blood,
"True enough, but what about Sir
When you are used to it,
On
WRITING
and
the
IMMORJohn Franklin? It may be that even
Is different not a whit
TALITY.
OF
THOUGHT
Waloopi
From that plain "Me Lud."
he and such as he who have perished
in the wilderness, their goal unattain- says: "Spoken words are but vibraThe highest pride of race
ed, passed quietly from home to home tions and written words a spoiling of
Oft fills a heart and mind
with less trouble and more glory than parchment, but a sequence of thought
That is ,not much inclined
lives
for
ever."
And
elsewhere,
marked the ending of that much doTo show the frozen face.
mesticated monarch, Henry VIII of "Whoso wages war of extermination
against the seed of a* thistle, dooms
And those of Edward's kin,
England.
You'll find when introduced,
himself to defeat, and the seedlings
"FAILURE AND SUCCESS-who
(And possibly confused),
of a brain are greater than this."
Will wear no outward grin.
•can clearly distinguish them? On the
«.Plains of Abraham I think the spirit On FOOD and CHARACTER
I've found, I must confess,
of Montcalm comes even closer than Waloopi has some up-to-date, not to
That Connaughts, Yorks and such
say
scientific
observations.
Says
he:
that of Wolfe to the musing pilgrim
Have quite a pleasant touch
"Speak
thy
mind
that
I
may
judge
who dreams again the battles of the
Of soothing one's hontesse.
what thou hast eaten, and if it be gar<nst.
From Cambridge to Argyll
-'Are thy virtues unknown to the lic, say I, kindly use the telephone."
True affability
Then
he
goes
on
to
say
that
the
people?' says Waloopi. 'So then are
(So it appears to me)
qualifying
action
and
reaction
of
dithy greater sins. Lie low and give
Lurks in each Royal smile.
gestion on soul development and vice
thanks.'
versa has been noted by many amaAnd I would rather chance
"Elsewhere he remarks: 'A cauliteur theorisers.
The poignancc of their wit,
llowcr is judged by its head; therein
Than that of any cit.
is its worth. But as for beets, we Apart entirely from the curious conWhen stymied in my dance.
trol
that
alcohol
obtains
over
the
must get to the root of the matter.'"
Among the many maxims and spiritual, mental and nervous systems,
I'd rather undergo
Their laughter at my lack
adages with which Waloopi bedecks there appears to be some law of com"Of bowing with a knack,"
'is reveries, the following may be se- pensation, whereby the conquered and
Than that of men I know.
masticated
servants
of
our
appetite
ected haphazard.
"Are you convicted of error? Give become' not only part and parcel, but
Trust me, these Royal folk
almost masters ol" the situation. * * *
.'•jianks then for knowledge.
Are just like common Earls,
They dance with pretty girls
; "Folly is all-reaching and far-flung, All savage nations have had clear
With chaperons they joke.
., ;•) the branches of a luxuriant shrub. ideas as to the virtues to be derived
;
f isdom creepeth as the roots thereof from a lion's haunch, a bear's ribs,
If you and Dukes are chums
••irough depth and darkness guided a snake's head and an enemy's heart
(And why should I say "If"?)
or
tongue.
Each
conveys
its
own
dis* the stones that bruise."
You should not balk and sniff
tinct
powers
to
the
absorbing
feeder.
At Royal Tillicums.
On FAILURE Waloopi says:
In St. Paul's Churchyard is the
.Who turns his mind to other things,
No, really, you must not,
following peculiar epitaph: ''CucumHe shall not win the race to-day.
With all thc due respect
bers
engender
in
the
body
a
naughty
rt Who seeks to run his lonely way
That editors expect,
juice;
howbeit,
ye
shall
fynde
some
;Must take no thought of angel wings. *
You must not cut Connaught.
that can digest them by reason of a
'Tho' fints may bruise, and marsh mud clings, certain familiaritie that is between
"The Wisdom of Waloopi," by J.
To fly is not to win the goal;
their natures." Waloopi therefore
And though thy body vex thy soul,
Herrick McGregor. (For private cirmeditates that if thc cucumber conTake thou the pains the roadway brings."
forms to human nature in some of culation only. All rights reserved).
Waloopi has some suggestive its good and evil, what wonder that Printed by The Garden City Press,
Noughts on READING AND WRIT- a certain apple of Eden also container' Ltd., Letch-worth, Herts.

Correspondence
The Week accepts no responsibility for
the views expressed by its correspondents.
Communications will be inserted whether
signed by the real name of the writer
or a nom de plume, but the writer's
name and address must be given to thc
Editor as an evidence of bona fides. In no
case will it be divulged without consent.

COLLECTION AGENCIES
Victoria, Dec. 27th, 1912.
To the Editor of The Week:
Dear Sir,—You are to be congratulated on the exposures appearing
from time to time in your valuable
paper concerning the methods adopted by certain alleged debt recovery
companies recently established in
Victoria.
Judging from cases reported in The
Week, and from some which have
come under my own observation, it
is evident that some of these institutions are being conducted by parties
having absolutely no knowledge of
•the practise of law, far less of the
elements of common diplomacy.
One feels hopeful that the exposures
you have made will serve to warn
business and professional men generally, to exercise the greatest care in
the selection of those whom they employ for a business which calls for
the utmost delicacy and tact. Furthermore, do firms employing these
companies ever take the trouble to
enquire thoroughly as to the amounts
collected on their behalf, and remaining, possibly for months, in the
hands of agents they have employed?
Cases which have come under my notice lead me to believe that as 'a rule,
they do not. Take, for example, the
following case, which was told to me
the other day.
About six .months ago, a business
man in this city gave to a local firm
of collectors a bill, which was overdue, for collection. Some weeks after, he enquired of the company what
progress was being made. Their reply was, "nothing doing so far," or
words to that effect. Later enquiries
elicited similar replies. Becoming disgusted, Mr. Business Man transferred
his collections to another firm. When
this firm's representative made application for the amount alleged to be
owing, he was confronted with a receipt for the full amount, and dated
shortly after the first application was
made. On being informed of this,
the creditor immediately applied to
Company No. I, and received payment,—less 50 per cent, commission!
I may say that, since commencing
business in Victoria, I have been fortunate in securing the services of an
agency, whose methods have proved
to be absolutely fair, square and above
board.
This firm collects all my bills, both
good and bad, for an extremely reasonable figure, and in not one single
instance have I lost a customer or a
friend as the result of their methods.
Moreover, they furnish monthly statements, with remittances to date.
In conclusion, my advice to those
finding it necessary to employ collectors is: Employ only those whose
reputations are good, who use diplomacy in the exercise of their business,
and above all, who furnish their
clients with periodical statements.
I am, sir, yours very truly,
CLIENT,

That Gut
on Your
Chin
is the result of a dull razor,
not of a sharp, keen edge.
You never will enjoy the real
pleasures of a perfect shave
until you use a proper strop.
We want you to try the
"Nox-All" Strop
It does the trick, and is so
well and strongly made as to
outlast almost any kind of
usage. Price, only
$1.25

Cyrus H. Bowes
The Old Established
Drug Store
1228 GOVERNMENT STREET

Phones 425 and 450

Roy's Art Glm Works tad Ston
915 Pandora St., Victoria, B. C.

Albert F. Roy
Over thirty years' experience i*
Art Glass
LEADED LIGHT*
Sole manufacturer of Steel-Cored Lead
for Churches, Schools, Public Buildings and private Dwellings. Plain aid
Fancy Glass Sold. Sashes Glased by
Contract. Estimates free. Phone 594

WATER NOTICE
For a Licence to Store or Pen Back Water
NOTICE is hereby given that Herbert
Cuthbert, of Victoria,, B. C, will apply for a
licence to store or pen back two acre-feet of
water from unnamed creek, a' stream flowing
in en easterly direction and emptying into
Esquimalt Lagoon, near its head. The water
will be stored in a reservoir of 00,000 ft. capacity, built or to be built on said property, and
will be used for domestic purposes, under a
notice of application for a licence to take and
use water, posted herewith, on the land described as part of Section 35, Esquimalt
District.
This notice was posted on the ground on
the ioth day of December, 1912. The application will be filed in the office of the Water
Recorder at Victoria, B. C.
Objections may be filed with the said Water
Recorder or with the Comptroller of Water
Rights, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B. C.
HERBERT CUTHBERT, Applicant.
By R. G. Gilchrist, Agent.
dec. 14
jan, 11
WATER NOTICE
For a Licence to Take and Use Water
NOTICE is hereby (fiven that Gordon River
Power Co., Ltd., of Victoria, B.C., will apply
for a licence to take and use 1200 cubic feet
per second of water out of Gordon River,
which Hows in a southerly direction through
Port Renfrew District and empties into the
sea near Port Renfrew. The water will be
diverted at about 100 yards below Newton's
No. 1 Camp anil will le used for power purposes on thc land described as within a radius
of 100 miles.
This notice was posted on the ground on
thc 6th day of Decemher, 1912. Thc application will be filed in the Office of thc Water
Recorder at Victoria.
Objections may be filed with thc said Water
Recorder, or with lhe Comptroller of Water
Rights, Parliament liuildings, Victoria, 11. C.
GORDON RIVER POWER CO., LTD.,
Applicant.
By Lorenzo Alexander, Agent,
dec 28
jan 25

"LAND REGISTRY ACT"
I.V TITlv MATTER of an application for a
fresh Certificate of Title to Lot 37, of Lot
4 (Map ?a8). Malahat, District:
NOTICI; is nereby given of my intention
at the expiration of one calendar month from
the first publication hereof to issue a fresh
LOVE'S TRANQUILLITY
Certificate of Title in lien _of the Certificate of
Dearest, our love is not of dark or bright, Title issued to William Frederick Adams on
the 17th clay of November, 1902, nnd numOr verses murmured in midnight;
bered 8239C which has been lost.
Nor hath it aid from starlight or thc moon,
Dated at Land Registry Office, Vietoria,
Or music's long and splendid swoon.
II. C, this 23rd day of December, 1912.
Not time nor distance over it hath power,
S. Y. WOOTTON',
Registrar General of Titles,
Mo, nor the dead and wingless hour,
dec 28
jan 25
Though simple and of every day it seem,
Tt holds the quality of dream.
Oh, it is proof against delay and death,
And hath a tranquil morning breath;
Ts fragrant as the wild and wayside rose
That over grass and hedgerow blows.
Tt hath a very real life in thc sun,
Scathless and dateless shall it run;
Po others call it cold and without life,
Since ir. it is no kind of strife?
Ah, no, its peace is kindled from white (lame.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
And from thc core of fire it came.
Private Bills
—Stephen Phillips.
NOTICE
Nigger minstrelsy is to bc revived at the
Palladium at Christmas. Thus will the revolt
is hereby given that no petition
of Ulster be supplemented by the burning of forXOTICE
a Private Bill will he received by the
Cork.
House after Monday, January 27, 1913. Private Bills must be presented to the House
on or before Thursday,. February 6, 1913.
A PERFECT MATCH
Hills must be reported to the House on or
"They ought to be perfectly suited to each lieforc Thursday, February 13. 1913.
Dated this Fifteenth day of December, 1912.
other."
"Why?"
THORNTON FELL,
"He adores her and so does she."
Clerk to the Legislative Assembly.
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Society
Mr. and Mrs. Henshaw, of this city, Mr. Robert Colley has arrived here
spent Christmas with friends in Mon- from Trail to become a permanent
treal.
resident. He is entering the Provincial civil service.
* **
* **
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Cotton, of
Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Saunders, of
Vancouver, are making a short stay
Saskatoon, are guests at the Hotel
in the city.
Ritz, and intend making a short stay
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Fraser. of Cal- in Victoria.
* * *
gary, are guests at the Ritz hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Roberts, BurMr. J. H. Printin, of Cowichan,
has been a recent guest at the Em- dette avenue, spent Christmas in Seattle, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
press hotel.
Landes.
* * *
* * *
Hon. Price Ellison spent the
Christmas holidays with his family at The marriage of Miss Mary I.
Staples, youngest daughter of Mr.
Vernon, B. C. '
and Mrs. J. I. Staples, of 1537 Hill* * *
side avenue, to Mr. A. R. Stebbings,
Mrs. Janies Harvey and Master of Vancouver, B. C, has been arrangBobby Harvey from Pier Island were ed to take place in the Metropolitan
guests in town during the week.
church, on tbe afternoon of December
28th.
* * *
Mrs. Berkeley Good, of this city,
* * *
spent Christmas in Vancouver, the Among the guests at Government
guest of relatives.
House are: Miss Mary Paterson,
* * *
from Vancouver, niece of Mrs. PaterColonel and Mrs. Holmes and Miss son; Master Gordon Paterson, son of
Holmes went over to Vancouver to Mr. and Mrs. Paterson, of Ladner,
spend Christmas with Mrs. Studd.
and Rev. Mr. Eperson, of Vancouver.

* * *

* **

Mr. Gordon Mason, from Penticton,
B. C, spent the Christmas holidays
in town, the guest of his relatives.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Carmichael
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Marpole, Vancouver.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Turner and
child from Vancouver are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Ginson, Esquimalt road.
* * *
Mr. Middleton, from Duncan, has
been in town for a few days during
the .week.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rothwell spent
Christmas with Mrs. RothweH's parents Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Eberts.
* * *
Mr. George Stells, from Riverside
Inn, Cowichan Lake, has been a recent guest in Victoria.
* * *
Mr. W. C. Harris and Miss Harris
of Vancouver, were guests at the Ritz
hotel during t'he holidays.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. J. Stewart Moore, of
Vancouver, have been enjoying a holiday ir. this city.
* * *
Mrs. Robert Scott, of York Place,
has left on an extended trip to- the
South.
* * *
Mr. Watkin Boultbee, from Vancouver, paid a flying visit to Victoria.
* * *
Miss Helena Wakeman of Vancouver is a guest at the Alexandra Club
for the Christmas holidays.
* * *
• Miss Grove is a recent arrival from
Cambridge, England, and is staying
at the Alexandra Club.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Landsberg and
daughter left for San Francisco during the week, where they are spending the Christmas holidays.
* * *
Mr. Lascelles Norris, who has been
spending the past few months in Victoria, went over to Vancouver to
spend the Christmas holidays with
his people.

A pretty wedding was celebrated
on Saturday, December 21 st, at 1243
Rudlin avenue, when Miss Rose Zarelli, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G.
Zarelli, became the bride of Mr. James
Campbell, of this city. Rev Father
Leterme officiated at the ceremony.
The bride was married in a cream
broadcloth suit with a white beaver
hat to match, with which she wore
white Thibet furs, the gift of her
mother. Miss Olga Bossi made a
charming bridesmaid, and Mr. Chas.
Laribach was best man. The happy
couple left on the midnight boat for
Vancouver on a honeymoon trip
through British Columbia and on
their return they will take up their
residence at Quadra street. The
groom's gift to the bride was a pearl
ring and to the bridesmaid a jade ring,
while the best man received a pair of
gold cuff links.

* * *
Colonel and Mrs. Peters, accompanied by Miss Peters and Mr. Hugh
Peters, spent Christmas in Vancouver, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Peters.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Burke-Roche, whose
marriage was celebrated recently,
have returned to Victoria to take up
their residence.

* * *
Mrs. R. Marpole, who has been
spending a few days in Victoria, the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Holmes,
has returned to her home in Vancouver.

* * *
Mrs. Cathcart of Chemainus was a
recent vis'tor to the city and while
here was registered at the Dominion
hotel.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall English,
from New Westminster, spent the
holidays in town, the guests of
friends.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Proctor of New
Westminster are visiting friends here,
they are at present the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. G. Phipps.

The Forest Policy
of Russia
Russia's forest policy began in the
seventeenth century. As far back as
1687, the far-seeing Peter the Great
instituted the first forest reserve in
Russia. True, his predecessors,
Michael and Alexis, who came to the
throne in 1613 and 1645, respectively,
had made the beginnings of a forestry
policy, but Peter the Great it was
who placed all lands within thirty-five
miles of rivers in absolute reserve under the control of the administration
of crown forests. The idea was mainly for the purpose of maintaining an
unfailing supply of timber for the
building of the navy. In 1875 a royal
commission was appointed, and drew
up a thorough forest act, making special provision for the protection of
forests which held back snow and
water on the mountain slopes, and
prevented the drifting of sands over
agricultural areas.
In every district there are elected
local protection councils, and these
have a large share in the advancing of
the forest policy. Under these committees there are being managed, jus'
as farms would be managed, 18 mil.
lion acres of forest.
In the middle of the last century
the income from the domain forest
was $500,000; last year, according to
preliminary information given out by
the forestry department, the government forest revenues amounted to
$42,525,810, an increase over the revenues of 1910 of $3,912,013. The
amount of forest land held by the
government in the empire was approximately 464,025,000 acres. The
greater part of these revenues came
from forest land in European Russia,
totaling about $30,861,000, or over 93
per cent, of the entire revenue. Thc
government forests of the Caucasus
occupy an area of about 8.000,000
acres and brought a revenue of $603,065 in 1911. Siberia and Turkestan, in
which the area of government forest

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Walker have
returned to their home in New Westminster, after an enjoyable visit
spent with friends here.

* **

On last Thursday evening the
Connaught Dancing Club held • the
thild of its series of dances in the
Connaught hall on View street,
wheih presented a very gay appearance with its Christmas decorations.
At one end of the room a regular
bower of small fir trees was planted,
while wreaths of holly and evergreen
adorned the walls. The supper table
was tastefully arranged with scarlet
tissue paper and tinsel; small Christmas trees being placed at each table
from which hung numerous ornaments. Miss Thain's orchestra played an excellent selection of dance
music and dancing was kept up until
•the small hours of the morning.
Among the guests were: Mrs. Langley, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Eliot, Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Cane, Mr. and Mrs.
G. Clute, Mrs. Charles Wilson, Miss
Phyllis Eberts, Miss Monteith, Miss
B. Monteith, Miss Mason, Mrs. Musgrave, Mrs. Stevenson, Miss Gonnason, MissE. Floyd, Miss Grace Monteith, Miss Marjory Rome, Miss
Troup, Miss Naomi Holmes, Miss
Raymur, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gore,
Miss Newcombe, Miss Mobray, Miss
Beatrice Fort, Mr. R. Fort, Mr. Rawdie Matthews, Mr. B. Monteith, Mr.
J. Cambie, Mr. Darcy Martin, Mr.
Wm. Wardle, Mr. Mellin, Mr. K. Raymur, Mr. Jos. Bridgman, Mr. McGan,
Mr. G. Wallace, Mr. Wm. Cartwright,
Mr. Thomas Buss, Mr. Walter Barton, Mr. Wm. Barton, Mr. Harold
Brown, Mr. Thos. Brown, Mr. Smith,
Miss Lawson, Miss J. Lawson, Mr.
Boville, Mr. Herbert Boggs, Mr.
Beaumont Boggs, Mr. John Arbuckle,
Miss Smith, Miss Taylor, Mr. and
Mrs*. Innes Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. F.
White, Mr. Clive White, Miss Dumbleton, Miss Foulkes, Mr. Tweedie,
Mr. Stone, Mr. Jas. Forrest, Mr. F.
Forrest, Mr. O'Grady and a great
nany others.

land totals about 228,650,000 acres
(about the same as in European Russia), brought in all a revenue of $2,054,335- After deducting the expenses
from the gross receipts, which, according to the estimate of 1911
amounted to $13,865,888, there remained the sum of $28,659,922 clear
profit, or approximately 67 per cent,
of the gross revenue.
British Columbia's forests yield
only a small fraction of this at present, but with the development of the
resource the amount will be as great
as $6,coo,ooo per annum, according to
government officials. However, thi?
will be quite impossible if fire is allowed to ravish the mountains as it
has in the past. It is obvious that
this is not an agricultural provir.c.
and the greatest resource, the forest,
must be saved from destruction.

Gift Hampers
Are you going to delight your friends with a
Hamper of Assorted Wines and Dainties?
We pack according to instructions.
A SUGGESTION
Bottle Grand Highland Scotch.
" Bailey's Port.
" Cherry Brandy.
" Ginger Wine.
" Creme de Violettes or
Benedictine.

Bottle D. & H. Sherry.
" Gold Lion Cocktails.
" Burgundy or Champagne.
" Claret or Chianti.
" Angelica or White Port.
Box Cigars and Cigarettes.

Or a portion of the above with a Plum Pudding and other
Toothsome Delicacies.

H. 0. Kirkham & Co., Ltd.
Grocery Store
Tels. 178,179

74i» 743 74S FORT STREET
Butcher Shop
Liquor Store
Tel. 2678
Tel. 2677

Raphael Tuck's Cards and Calendars
Finest in the World—Now on Sale at

Victoria Book & Stationery Co., Ltd.
1004 Government Street

Telephone 63

What you want, the way you want it
Afternoon Tea, Dainty Luncheons,
Special Teas for parties by arrangement. Do not forget—We always
keep on hand guaranteed
New Laid Eggs.

The TEA KETTLE

u» DOUGLAS ST.

MISS M. WOOLDRIDGE, Proprietress

Opposite the Victoria Theatre

Xmas is Over
But we still have a few of our famous Zam Brene Raincoats in
stock. In this rainy weather, they will keep you warm
and comfortable. Prices ranging
from $20 to $35.

STORE OF

F. A, 60WEN, Managing Director
1114 Government Street

We Offer
CANCELLATION OF RESERVE
NOTICK is hereby given that tlie reserve
existing) over Lot 1,140, Range 1, Coast District, by reason of the notice published in
the British Columl ia Gazette of the 27th of
December, 1907. is cancelled, .or thc purpose
of permitting the Davidson-Ward Company,
Limited, to purchase the said lot.
ROUT. A. RENWICK,
Deputy Minister of Lands.
Lands Department, Victoria, 11. C,
igth Decemher, 1912,

A first class stock of
Apples, Pears, Cherries,
Prunes, Plums, Peaches,
Apricots and small fruits.
Also Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, decidious and evergreen, Roses, etc.
The very finest <|uality and best assortment grown in R. C. Catalogue
free.
Personal inspection invited. Now is the time to order.

LAYRITZ NURSERIES
CAREY ROAD, VICTORIA

BRANCH AT KELOWNA, B. C.
PHONE M2054

It Satisfies millions of peopleWorth your while to test it
TIMBER SALE No. Xo.
SEALED TENDERS will he received hy
the Minister of Lands nut later than noon on
the 3rd day of March, 191,1, for the purchase
of Licence No. Ng to cut 45,300,000 feet of
timber and 4,000 cedar poles standing on
Lot 671, Malaspina Strait, New Westminster
District.
Particulars of Chief Forester, Victoria, H.C.

LIPTON'S TEA
Sustains and Cheers
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That not even with the assistance
of the ex-City Solicitor is it likely
ff
tt
that the city will revert to a regime
of bickering and quarrelling.
**.*':..*
The Week'i Rumonri and
That everybody in Victoria had a
Humours
merry Christmas and* with good rea(By The Hornet)
son.
* * *
That the respected Bishop of CoThat Valeska Suratt exercised the lumbia struck the right chord when
privilege of her sex in changing her he said that the old word "Merry"
mind.
was good enough for him.
* * *
That if she hadn't done this at the That his Lordship belongs to the
most inconvenient moment—the mid- cheerful optimistic school of theology
dle of an Act—she wouldn't have been and his smile is an inspiration.
a woman.
* * *
* * *
That one popular Victorian, Harry
That t'he lack of stage appurten- Maynard, followed the time-honoured
ances had nothing to do with her English custom of presenting each of
change of front.
his employees with a Christmas tur* * *
key.
That the mystery lies hidden with* * *
in the folds of a certain "billet doux." That the most notable sign of the
* * *
times in Victoria streets is the rapid
That Manager Denham rose to the substitution of the motor truck for
occasion and before he is through the team.
will probably furnish a modern illus* * *
tration of the "Taming of the Shrew." That it is about time we heard
* * *
something more about the motor 'bus.
That the Conservatives of Victoria
* * *
have not yet done rubbing their eyes That late advices show that this
to see if they are awake, since the up-to-date mode of conveyance has
Times added* its Christmas chimes to been introduced in London, Paris and
those which greeted Premier Mc- New York.
Bride's Christmas announcement.
* * *
* * *
That what is good enough for LonThat the Songhees Reserve ques- don ought to be good enough for
tion is so well and thoroughly set- Victoria.
tled that even the Hon. William is That the Empress hotel Christmas
never likely to resurrect it.
decorations were in excellent taste
* * *
and were greatly admired by the
That in a year from now it will be crowds of seat-warmers who patronpossible to make the trip from Vic- ized' the popular hostelry—after dintoria to Vancouver in three-and-a- ner.
half hours—and there will be no bluff
* * *
about that.
That everybody is asking when
* * *
"Pete" is going to reopen the MaryThat Sir William Mackenzie may land.
be, as the Times alleges, a "Deep
* * *
Cove," but he ultimately found a ter- That it is astonishing how such an
minus on the Saanich Peninsula!
unimposing little restaurant has been
* * *
missed.
That he not only had to counten* * *
ance a Union Bay but also a Union
That Miss Dorothy Davis, the unstation.
crowned queen of the Suffragettes,
* * *
has returned to Victoria.
That after the middle of January
* * *
the business of the Esquimalt MuniThat
it
is
said
that the militant
cipality will be transacted in the
campaign on the Mainland has endLampson Street School by the Esquied in a fizzle.
malt Municipal Council.
* * *
* * *
That under the circumstances she
That this excellent custom has alcan hardly be held1 responsible for the
ways been followed by the neighborlatest freak of the militant suffraging municipalities of Saanich and Oak
ettes in London in attempting to deBay.
rail an express train.
* * *
That there were no money orders
in the acidulated missives which
reached Victoria a week ago.
* * *
That the ebb and flow of the real
estate business depends entirely on
the extent to which it is "tide" to
the bank.
* * *
That the people who took the tip
of The Week a year ago and bought
Johnson street property are neither
sick nor sorry today.

Sotto Voce

End of the
Year
Special

m

®

Navy Blue
Suits
Regular $20.00
for $15.00
__

The

Commonwealth
Home ol Hobberlin Clothes
606-608 Yates St.
Tailoring Branch at 720 Yates St.

.

*

*

*

That Chinatown has received orders to "move on"—verb. sap.
* * *
That the Victoria Arena is already
proving too small for the ice hockey
enthusiasts.
* * *
That the house has been sold out
for the only two matches yet played
this season.
* * *
That the Saanich Municipality is
making itself look like thirty cents in
its vain endeavour to close a two-bit
show.
* * *
That its latest attempt at legislation
is literally a case of a mountain labouring to bring forth a mouse.
* * *
That it is not a fact that men are
old at fifty. The only editors who
are any good are nearer sixty.
* * *
That it is not many daily papers
of status which dare to reproduce
flattering press notices of their editorials.
* * *
That it is all a matter of taste and
"chacun a son gout."
That a Victoria schoolboy has figured out that the interest on the $35,oco.ooo required to build
three
Dreadnoughts is just about $1,500,ooo per annum—this is the Canadian contribution!

That the cost of maintenance to
the British tax-payer will be just $Q,000,000 per annum, or six times as
much,—this is the white man's burden.
* * *
That what the Victoria Times does
not know in matters political it
guesses at.
* * *.
That Mr. G. H. Barnard, M.P., had
just as much to do with the dismissal
of the late superintendent of dredges
as had the Hon. William Templeman,
and1 no more.

After Theatre— SUPPER AT THE

BALMORAL
• CAFE •

That if the Times did not know this
it could easily have learned of it by
applying at New Westminster.

OBITUARY
The death occurred last evening at
11.45 of Harry T. Griffin, who for the
last six months had been living with
A. D. Greaves, at the Esquimalt dry
dock. The deceased, who was 22
years of age, was an Englishman, and
had been a clerk at the custom
house, Esquimalt. He is survived by
relatives in England. The funeral
will take' place on Saturday at 2
o'clock, interment to be at the naval
cemetery, Esquimalt.—(Extract from
Victoria Times, Dec. 26th, 1912.)
Christmastide has been saddened
for one poor widow living in the suburbs of London by the receipt of a
cablegram from the Naval Authorities
at Esquimalt conveying the intelligence contained in the above paragraph.
It calls for more than a mere passing glance, for it records the death of
one of the brightest, most lovable
and pluckiest little fellows who ever
left his native land to don the uniform of "the King's Navee" and graduate in that school from which Britain's greatest heroes have sprung.
As the sequel shows, Britain has
turned out few greater heroes "in
posse" than little Harry Griffin. He
was never called upon to bear arms
against the enemies of the King, and
he never heard a gun fired except in
practise, but all he had of energy, of
skill and1 of more than average intellectual capacity he devoted to the
Service, and to attaining the proficiency which would enable him in later
years to bear his full share in the defence of the Empire.

ORCHESTRA EVERY
EVENING 6.30 TO 12.30

OPPOSITE THE
OPERA HOUSE

MR. M. NAGEL, MUSICAL DIR.

ON DOUGLAS STREET

High Top Boots for Surveyor
Cruiser and Hunter
Florsheim's Wet Defi is a dark brown chrome calf boot made light
and comfortable, but still durable and waterproof.
The PetalumaBoot is made of heavy tan leather on good last and has
strong outside counter, also good, heavy oak tanned sole. Th-e
wearers of these boots have found them absolutely satisfactory.
Geo. A. Slater's Cruising Boot has io-inch top and is made of heavy
black chrome calf with wing tip and' extra heavy oak tanned sole.

W. CATHCART £# CO.
Pemberton Building

621 Fort Street

The Union Steamship Company, Ltd. of B.C.
The Boscowitz Steamship Co., Ltd.
COAST SERVICE
Sailings every Wednesday for Campbell River, Hardy Bay, Rivers
Inlet, Ocean Falls, Bella Coola.
Sailings every Saturday for Namu, Bella Bella, Skeena River,
Prince Rupert, Naas, Granby Bay, Stewart.
JOHN BARNSLEY, Agent,
Phone 1925.
1003 Government Street

He had to fight a deadlier foe than
those engaged in military or naval
warfare, for the seeds of the dread
White Plague found their place in his
body and two years ago he suffered
JAMES BUCHANAN & CO., by Royal Appointment
the overwhelming sorrow and disapPurveyors
to H. M. King George the V. and the Royal Household.
pointment of having to leave the Serv
ice on sick leave.
Distillers of the popular
The disease developed rapidly and
although he always wore a smile and
presented a brave front he knew that
he was fighting a losing battle. After
Unsurpassed in Purity, Age and Flavor
All Dealers
six months' medical attendance in
Victoria he was by the kind assist*
ance of Dr. Fagan and other friends had learned to love him for his modremoved to the Sanitarium at Tran- est demeanour and beautiful character
quille.
rejoiced with him.
Here, despite every effort, he grew
He commenced to work and disrapidly worse, until nine months ago charged his duties with such ability
he lay at death's door in the last and skill that instead of ranking as a
stages of consumption, too weak to junior clerk, as he had expected, his
raise his hand or to take sustenance chief found himself justified in rankThen a remarkable, not to say mir- ing him as a first-class clerk from
aculous, change took place. Under the commencement, with the very reCfiAS.Panrf,MOk
new treatment, not medical, he ra spectable remuneration for a boy of
twenty-two
who
had
been
out
of
harlied. In a month he was walking
about; in three months he was back ness for two years, of $900 per anin Victoria, where he found a kind num.
reception and a very happy home All went well for a month. The
with a dear old friend and a good disease had been eradicated* and norBritisher, Mr. Duncan Greaves of mal conditions restored, but on
If you are Interested in
Esquimalt.
Christmas night, just as he. was enIt is impossible to speak too highly tering his home on returning from
of Mr. Greaves' devotion to the boy an old-fashioned Christmas dinner, he
Although no relation, he loved him as was attacked with a fit of coughing;
a son; administered to his every need, ruptured a blood-vessel, and died in a
August 4 to 9, IQI3
watched him daily growing stronger few minutes from hemorrhage in the
and ruddier; would not allow him to arms of his dear friend Mr. Greaves.
Please send names and predo any work until he thought he was His last words were "Send my money
sent addresses of former resito my mother."
fully restored to health.
dents of Victoria to the Secretary of the Victoria Citizens
It would be a pitiful story, proMeanwhile Harry Griffin fought his
Committee, P. O. Box 1311.
battle day by day and hour by hour. found as is its pathos, this brave little
Mind asserted* its supremacy over Britisher dying in the last trench and
VICTORIA LAND DISTRICT
matter and a cpnception of the true falling a victim to an enemy which
of South Saanich
Science of Healing completed the he had never counted on after over- TAKE District
notice that Henry Puckle, of Viccoming; one which has slain its toria, B.C., occupation Fruit Grower, intend,
work.
to apply for permission to purchase the folthousands. But the pitifulness and lowing
described lands:—Commencing at a
A month ago he presented himself
the pathos vanish in the contempla- post planted on the southeast corner of Secat the Customs Office looking the piction
five;
Range six east, South Saanich
tion of a noble character, of a beauti- District, thence
west 10 chains; thence north
ture of health; fully restored in
chains; thence east 10 chains; thence
ful life and of that pure last thought ten
soutli 10 chains to point of commencement,
strength and as he smilingly declared,
for the mother he loved so well.
containing 40 acres, more or less.
with more than seven pounds added
Dated 26th November, 1912.
HENRY PUCKLE.
to his weight. All who knew him and
W. B. nov. 30
Jan. 25

"Black & White" Scotch Whisky

t t UP Horn
SEATTU:
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HE NEXT CHAPTER—It is im- of rush and hurry, of neglected hearthpossible to mark progress year by stones, of living in public and almost of
year with any intelligent apprecia- thinking aloud will inevitably lead to a retion of the things that really matter. We version to the simpler and truer ideals of
are too near the events which have occu- the past, there would be room for pespied our attention and filled the columns simism, but since in a world Divinely orof our newspapers and reviews. No cor- dered there is no room for pessimism, it
rect perspective can be gained until they only remains to cherish ideals which, if
have receded, and so the scribe who in the submerged, are not really lost, and fbr the
last week of every December takes a bird's- few to whom the ark has been entrusted
eye view of the dying year can do little to preserve and protect it lest from rough
more than summarise news items. If he usage of sacriligious hands it be broken.
can pluck half-a-dozen striking features There is no problem so insistent, nor one*
from the kaleidoscopic panorama which which in the near future will so greatly
dances before his mental vision, he is a perplex leaders of thought as that of the
lucky man. At the moment interest cen- desecration of home life. The condition is
tres not so much on what has happened in universal; the disturbing influences are
1912 as on what may happen in 1913, and found everywhere; countries whicii have
the one may possibly be deduced from the hitherto clung most persistently to older
other. At any rate, it is possible to tell forms and simpler methods of life are bewith absolute accuracy that a few problems ing rushed into the vortex. To-day Rome
of vital importance will continue to engross is becoming as extravagant and luxurious
public attention until their solution has been as Paris and the peasants of Southern Italy
attained. Local issues can be disregarded, and Sicily are apeing the fashions of Lonbecause the world is becoming more cos- don and Berlin. The East and the West
mopolitan every day. The telegraph has have shaken hands, and the highest ambirevolutionized thought and conversation. tion of the Jap is to dress and pass muster
The leisure which characterised those days as an up-to-date Westerner. We are rapjn which one learned from the reviews a idly approaching the dead ievel of monomonth later what had happened on the Con- tony, both in dress and custom. The
tinent, and six months later what had trans- world is losing its picturesqueness; its conpired in the Far East is a thing of the past. trasts are fading, and with it all there is
There is no leisure now-a-days. The few a universal exodus from the country to the
old men who try to cultivate it will leave city, from the soil to the factory or the
no successors when they pass to their last desk. This leads on to the second great
resting-place. Nothing is so certain as that problem which confronts civilization—the
home life as it was known fifty years ago, cost of living. Many learned treatises have
is to-day almost unknown; its simplicity, been written to explain this and real experts
its healthiness, its interest are traditional, —so considered—have suggested the most
and with them we have but a nodding ac- superficial reasons, such as the large inquaintance through the medium of illus- crease in the supply of gold. An Eastern
trated magazines whose pictorial pages re- Canadian Commission has recently presentvive the cutsoms of Old England. The ed a very interesting report, which contains
influence of a new home life and a new much food for reflection, but it has resocial environment on the future of the race mained for a Montreal Professor, who has
is an unknown quantity, but it is tending to established a brilliant reputation as a
radical changes which are making them- writer on Economics, to point out that the
selves felt in every sphere of action. If real reason for the high cost of living is
one could not believe that the present age "waste," which may be regarded as one

i

I

form of "extravagance." The waste consists in not making the best use of what
is available; we are not making the*. be9t
use of the land, because we are no longer
content to cultivate it properly. Wherever
this is done it still yields its increase abundantly, but the tendency of the day is to put
into it the minimum of labour and the absolute minimum of fertilizer and leave the
rest to Nature and Providence. Then such
a thing as close attention to the work of
farming is unknown. It must share with
half-a-dozen other hobbies the attention and
interest of the former. Thus for every
luxury which the latter demands he is
wasting an appreciable percentage of his
energy and ability and adding an additional
sum to the cost of production and therefore to the selling price of his product and
the cost of living. This principle runs
through every section of society. A diminishing percentage of people even take the
trouble now-a-days to cultivate a small garden and grow their own vegetables, which
alone represent a not inconsiderable proportion of the total cost of living. Then
the enormous and indefensible consumption
of canned goods is one of the most serious
factors in the case. How many a housewife, the wife of a working-man, with little
mouths to feed, ever stops to calculate that
for every can of vegetables, fish, meat or
fruit that she uses, she is paying at least
double, and in the case of the vegetables and
fruit more than four times what it would
cost to grow it in her own garden. And
yet up and down Canada there are tens of
thousands of back-yards strewn with empty
cans which speak eloquently of the wasteful
system of housekeeping adopted. How
many women, except in the heart of the
country, still bake their own bread? It is
true that to many of them baking has become a lost art, but if money cuts any
figure at all and such people are to be
allowed to complain of the high cost of
living, they ought to be reminded that a
baker's loaf costs nearly twice as much as
a home-made loaf, and is rarely as nutri-

tious. But it is not necessary to follow this
.line of argument. These suggestions affecting details are only made for the purpose
of bringing the subject home to every
reader. Akin to the subject of the Simple
Life is the subject of Simpler Living, and
this too demands immediate attention in the
future and will undoubtedly receive it.
The whole civilized world has been enjoying an era of unexampled prosperity; we
read that in England, Germany, the United
States and Canada, trade, returns during
1912 show increases beyond all precedent
and these countries are enjoying an unexampled industrial prosperity. This will not
continue unabated, and since even at 'ie
moment of the greatest prosperity our defective economic and social laws produo. a
submerged tenth and a residuum never v , ; "
far from actual starvation, it can hardly
to be that when the pendulum begins -o
swing the other way the reaction will be
more severe than perhaps ever before, and
Governments will be forced to face the
solution of a great problem which has
hitherto defied them. They will be compelled to seek some amelioration of conditions for the "Common People."

The Editor of The Week wishes all •'<"
readers a Happy New Year. That it
be a prosperous one may well be taken
granted, especially for those who are fortunate enough to live in this fair Westprn
Province. Of material prosperity there is
no lack, and in its accumulation there would
appear to be no lull. Not the least gratifying of the many considerations which fur
nish occasion for thankfulness is the fact
thai: in the day of this great material advance, unparalleled and unprecedented,
British Columbia is pledging itself to the
future betterment of the race in the establishment of an institution of learning which
will possibly have no rival in magnificence,
equipment or efficiency throughout the
world.

Our Big Store Teeming with
Christmas Gift Suggestions
—the kind of things to give that add to the permanent comfort of the
recipient—that keep the giver in fond remembrance every day in
the year.

Give Him a Desk for His
Office or Studio
A Beautiful Mahogany Roll-Top (Low Roll) Desk, seven drawers,
size 37 x 60 inches, pigeon hole drawers, sanitary design.. .$150
Same style desk as above, in Golden Oak, 34 x 60 inches
$85
Early English and Golden Finished Roll Top Desks, 30x52 in
$50
An Excellent Value is our Roll Top Desk in Golden finish,
30 x 48 inches
$37.50
Plat Top Desk in Early English, Golden and Fumed, 6 drawers $60
Typewriter Desks, drop styles, Early English and Golden... .$37.50
Stenographer's Desk, Golden and Early Englishfinishes,up from. .$6 '
Handsome Mahogany Revolving Office Chair
$30
A huge range of Revolving Office Chairs in Golden, Early English and
fumed finishes at prices ranging up from
$6.50

VICTORIA S
POPULAR
HOME
FURNISHERS

THE STORE THAT SAVES YOU

MONEY

WEILER BROS, Limited

VICTORIA'S
POPULAR
HOME
FURNISHERS
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